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ABSTRACT
Zanchuk, Justin Thomas. The Influence of Minimalist Compositional Techniques on
Literature for Wind Ensemble. Published Doctor of Arts dissertation, University
of Northern Colorado, December 2018.

There is an abundance of literature that has been and is currently being written for
the wind ensemble that is influenced by the compositional techniques utilized in
minimalism, one of the most significant musical styles of the late twentieth-century, and
is associated with the music of LaMonte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Philip Glass,
John Adams, and Michael Torke. This influence has expanded the vocabulary of the
expressive musical language of the wind ensemble in regards to musical elements such as
form and process, melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, and sound. By identifying
minimalist compositional characteristics, as well as examining the history of the
relationship between minimalism and the wind ensemble, it is possible to trace the
gradual development of this influence on literature for the medium from the 1960s to the
present day. A process for detailed examination and analysis of compositional
techniques that demonstrate the influence of minimalism by composers of wind ensemble
literature is developed by building on and incorporating elements of prior analytical
models. By engaging in this type of study, wind ensemble conductors will gain historical
context of the literature, as well as develop a deeper understanding of the musical
language of minimalism and how its influence is utilized. This results in the
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development of a more effective comprehension of the literature for the conductor,
leading to fulfilling musical performances for the performers and audience.

Keywords: Music, minimalism, wind ensemble, wind band, conductor
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Minimalism, both as a term and musical movement, began in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. While there is some agreement on its inception, a general consensus on a
precise definition of musical minimalism has proven elusive. The term minimalism has
been used to describe visual art that uses limited artistic material from roughly the same
time period. It was first used in 1968 as a descriptor for music by English composer
Michael Nyman1 to describe the output of composers LaMonte Young, Terry Riley,
Steve Reich, and Phillip Glass. However, the term minimalism has often created
controversy because of its over-simplification of the compositional processes deployed in
the music.2 Despite this, the compositional techniques utilized by composers associated
with minimalism have had a significant influence on literature written for wind ensemble.
As noted by musicologist Ann Niren, “minimalism is perhaps one of the most
misunderstood musical movements of the latter half of the twentieth century…There are
probably as many explanations of this term [minimalism] as there are scholars who have
attempted to define it.”3 An extremely broad definition is offered by author Wim

1

Some would argue that music critic Tom Johnson was the first to use minimalism as a descriptor for
music in 1972. Regardless, the term has proven to have staying power; see Keith Potter, Four Musical
Minimalists: La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Philip Glass (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000), 2–3.
2
Similar to Debussy’s rejection of the term “Impressionism” being used to describe his music, composers
most associated with minimalism tend to deplore what has become the accepted term to describe their
music; see Potter, Four Musical Minimalists, 1.
3
Ann Niren, “An Examination of Minimalist Tendencies in Two Early Works by Terry Riley,”
http://minimalismsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/Ann-Niren.pdf, (2010), accessed 11 June 2014.

2
Mertens, who states that “the term ‘minimal music’ refers to the extreme reduction of
musical means.”4 Musicologist Keith Potter characterizes minimalism as music that has
an intentionally simplified rhythmic, melodic and harmonic vocabulary. It shares
characteristics with the visual arts, such as the reduction of artistic materials to their
essentials and embracing a regularity of formal design.5 Author Edward Strickland states
that minimalism denotes “a movement, primarily in postwar America, towards an art –
visual, musical, literary, or otherwise – that makes its statement with limited, if not the
fewest possible, resources, an art that eschews abundance of compositional detail,
opulence of texture, and complexity of structure.”6
Other equivalent terms that have been used to describe this music are process
music,7 meditative music,8 and additive music,9 to name a few, but none have achieved
consistent use. Composer Louis Andriessen prefers the term maximalist, with the
implication that the compositional intent is to maximize a minimal amount of musical
material.10 Timothy Johnson’s definition separates minimalist music into three subgenres (aesthetic, style, and technique) based on when it was composed, and more
importantly, the compositional intent of the music.11 A common term used for describing
minimalist music written after circa 1980 is post-minimalism. According to musicologist

4

Wim Mertens, American Minimal Music, trans. J Hautekiet (White Plains, NY: Pro/Am Music Resources
Inc., 1988), 3.
5
Keith Potter, "Minimalism,"
http://0-www.oxfordmusiconline.com.source.unco.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/40603 (2014),
accessed 14 April 2014.
6
Edward Strickland, Minimalism: Origins (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 7.
7
Kyle Gann, American Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 186.
8
Mertens, American Minimal Music, 11.
9
Specifically, this term refers to the music of Philip Glass. See Michael Nyman, Experimental Music
(New York: Schirmer Books, 1974), 127–128.
10
Timothy Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, or Technique?” The Musical Quarterly 78, no. 4
(Winter 1994), 758.
11
This article will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3. Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, or
Technique?”, 742–773.
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Jonathan Bernard, to qualify as a post-minimalist, a composer must either: 1) have begun
as a minimalist and is now writing music that, however different from those beginnings,
can be plausibly traced back to them, or 2) developed after minimalism’s most abundant
flowering, but principally in response to it.12 Referring specifically to the music of
composer John Adams, author K. Robert Schwarz suggests that post-minimalism
functions as an expressive musical language “in which the austerity of minimalism now
rubs shoulders with the passion of Romanticism.”13
While these and other definitions share common themes and tone with the attempt
to be definitive, they can still seem vague and ambiguous.14 But as difficult as it may be
to clearly define minimalist music in writing, identifying it aurally is a much easier task.
An educated listener will often identify an unfamiliar piece of music considered to be
minimalist as such. Perhaps it fits one of the previously aforementioned definitions,
perhaps it shares only a few aspects of what is expected from minimalist music, and other
times only a section of a piece sounds minimalist. There are times when a piece from a
genre not normally associated with minimalist music, such as rock, pop, rap, orchestral,
film music, or even music in advertising and marketing campaigns, sounds minimalistic,
demonstrating the style’s far-reaching influence. Whether we are consciously aware of it
or not, minimalism has established itself in our contemporary musical vocabulary.

Bernard, “Minimalism, Postminimalism and the Resurgence of Tonality”, 127.
K. Robert Schwarz, Minimalists (London: Phaidon Press Limited, 1996), 170.
14
One such definition can be found in the article by Elaine Broad, “A New X? An Examination of the
Aesthetic Foundations of Early Minimalism,” Music Research Forum 5 (1990): 51–2, 55, 61
12
13
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The Evolution of the Wind Ensemble and Minimalism
Feeling the need for a wind instrument organization beyond the traditional
military band or concert band,15 Frederick Fennell established the first wind ensemble
(The Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble), in September, 1952. Fennell simplified the
wind and brass instrumentation to match the forces utilized by Richard Wagner in Der
Ring des Nibelungen and Igor Stravinsky in Le Sacre du Printemps (plus a saxophone
quartet, as well as percussion, piano, harp, etc. as desired, and minus one bass trumpet).
Fennell’s instrumentation choices “established as a point of departure” to be “considered
in the same sense that composers have always evaluated the tutti orchestra…a sonority
resource to be utilized only when desired.”16 While there are many works that were
composed for bands prior to 1952, it was not until after the establishment of the wind
ensemble that there was a noted exponential growth in the amount of serious music being
written for winds.17 Therefore, the extensive repertoire of music composed for wind
ensemble has been only a little more than sixty years in the making.
Composer and critic Kyle Gann, in response to the accusation that minimalism as
a movement is dead, states that, “[minimalism] didn’t die – it evolved. And it’s apparent
now that it was the beginning of a new musical sensibility whose worldwide
ramifications we’ve only begun to figure out.”18 The ever-evolving definitions found in
scholarship only highlight this fact and show that people are working to better understand
this “new musical sensibility,” as well as its influence on a number of cultural and

15

Frank Batisti, The Winds of Change (Galesville, MD: Meredith Music, 2002), 56.
Frederick Fennell, Time and the Winds: A Short History of the Use of Wind Instruments in The
Orchestra, Band and The Wind Ensemble (Kenosha, WI: Leblanc Publications, Inc., 1954), 52.
17
Battisti, The Winds of Change, 71.
18
Gann, “Minimal Music, Maximal Impact,”
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/minimal-music-maximal-impact/ (2001); accessed 9 June 2014.
16
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musical media. But with all of this new scholarship, the influence of minimalism on
music written for wind ensemble has been largely overlooked, for which there are
probably several reasons.
First, both minimalism and the wind ensemble are relatively young, and with
youth come growing pains and a struggle to create an identity. The lack of a concrete
definition for minimalism is a direct result of the continued evolution of the style.
Second, both minimalism and the wind ensemble have struggled to gain
mainstream acceptance and recognition. Critics of minimalist music find the style
simple-minded, redundant, or repetitious, and in comparison to older styles naïve.19
Early in the movement’s development, minimalist composers were having works
performed in New York lofts20 and art museums, rather than large concert halls. They
were even creating their own ensembles in order to have their music performed, two
examples being Reich’s “Steve Reich and Musicians” and Glass’s “The Phillip Glass
Ensemble.”21 It was not until the mid-1970s that a larger audience appeal began to
develop. Reich made successful recordings on the Deutsche Grammophon label,22 and
Philip Glass’s monumental composition, Einstein on the Beach (1975), was performed by
the Metropolitan Opera.23 More recent mainstream successes include the Pulitzer Prizes
in composition won by John Adams for On the Transmigration of Souls (2002) in 2003
and Steve Reich for Double Sextet (2008) in 2009.24

Kyle Gann, American Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 185–186.
Strickland, Minimalism: Origins, 164.
21
Rebecca Marie Doran Eaton, Unheard Minimalisms: The Functions of the Minimalist Technique in Film
Scores (Ph. D. Diss., University of Texas at Austin, 2008), 19.
22
Gann, American Music in the Twentieth Century, 197.
23
Gann, American Music in the Twentieth Century, 204.
24
“The 2003 Pulitzer Prize Winners: Music,” http://www.pulitzer.org/citation/2003-Music (2003); accessed
13 June 2014.
19
20
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Similarly, while the wind ensemble model created by Fennell has seen great
success in the academic arena (colleges, universities, public schools, etc.), there are only
a handful of professional wind ensembles. This has limited the exposure of wind
ensemble music to the general public as compared to that of the traditional symphony
orchestra or more mainstream music such as rock or pop. Therefore, as the wind
ensemble continues to develop its identity, its music has a tendency to be overlooked or
undervalued.
The ongoing evolution of minimalism creates a potential challenge in identifying
minimalist influences in other music. However, this does not keep scholars from
pursuing the topic; there is scholarship regarding the minimalist influence on musical
genres ranging from rap25 to film music.26 Therefore, it should be possible to identify
influences on the music being composed for wind ensemble. Yet, at this point, it has not
been examined in detail. An abundance of music for wind ensemble bearing strong
minimalist influences is worth performing, discussing, reviewing, and analyzing. It
seems only fitting to examine minimalism’s influence on literature for wind ensemble,
considering the parallels in their evolution and their struggles with finding a clear identity
in the world of classical music.

See Susan McClary, “Rap, Minimalism, and Structures of Time in the Late Twentieth-Century Culture,”
in Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music ed. by Christoph Cox and Daniel Warner (New York:
Continuum International Publishing Group Inc., 2004), 289-298.
26
See Eaton, Unheard Minimalisms.
25
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Why Minimalism and the Wind Ensemble?
The purpose of this study was: 1) to increase awareness of the significance of
minimalism as a musical style, 2) to provide historical context for compositions written
for wind ensemble that have been influenced by minimalism, 3) to identify the
significance of this influence, and 4) to draw attention to how the influence has expanded
the vocabulary of the expressive musical language of the wind ensemble. Ideally this
study served as a resource for wind ensemble conductors who perform the compositions
discussed, provided an analytical model for works that are not discussed or have yet to be
composed, and encouraged further exploration into minimalist music.

Research Overview
This dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 serves as an introduction
to the research material and creates a general understanding of what is examined
throughout this dissertation. Chapter 2 provides a detailed background on the topic. This
includes an examination of the relevant literature including books, journal articles and
dissertations. Chapter 3 describes the methodology that is used in this study: after
operative definitions of the wind ensemble and minimalism, the process of identifying
minimalist characteristics in music influenced by minimalism is discussed, and finally, a
method for analyzing music with such minimalist influences is proposed. Chapter 4
utilizes these methods through examination of a carefully chosen repertoire. Each piece
fulfills the requirements needed to support this study. Chapter 5 includes conclusions and
a summary of the findings of the research.

8

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND
Scholarship discussing the minimalist influence on literature for wind ensemble
is, not surprisingly scant, as both the genre of minimalism and the performance medium
of the wind ensemble are relatively young. Early studies of minimalism often provide a
historical overview of its origins, describe the musical characteristics, and offer a survey
of the composers most associated with the genre and why their music is considered
minimalist. Further studies examine the influence of minimalism on culture and other
musical genres, such as rock, rap and film music. But the influence on music for wind
ensemble has most often been overlooked.
What is more, scholarship on analyzing minimalist music remains sparse. As new
analytical concepts have been developed, the pieces that are most often analyzed are
works by the composers associated with the style, specifically the works of Young, Riley,
Reich, and Glass. These techniques could also be used to analyze pieces that are
influenced by minimalism and written by composers not normally associated with the
genre, specifically in regards to music for wind ensemble. However, this is rarely done.
By examining the available scholarship, an understanding of the history of
minimalism and the musical techniques that have come to define the style can be
developed, as well as a process to effectively analyze minimalist music. This allows for

9
the development of a systematic process to analyze music that, while not strictly
minimalist, demonstrates a significant influence.

Review of Relevant Literature
One of the first scholarly examinations of minimalism is by English author and
composer (eventually of minimalist music) Michael Nyman, offered in his book,
Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond, in the chapter, “Minimal music, determinacy and
the new tonality.” Only a small number of minimalist pieces had been written at the time
of its publication in 1974. Nonetheless, Nyman is able to identify the significance and
unique quality of minimalist music, finding it worthwhile to discuss, if only briefly. In
his book, Nyman provides a general overview of the types of techniques composers
utilized to create their music. While music being written for wind ensemble at that time
uses some of the experimental techniques Nyman outlines the influence of minimalism is
not yet apparent, therefore it is not discussed.1
Wim Mertens’s book, American Minimal Music, originally published in Belgium
in 1980 and translated into English in 1983, provides a European perspective on an
American musical phenomenon and is in fact the first full-length book devoted to
minimalism. He provides an overview of American minimal music, the four major
composers at the time – LaMonte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich and Philip Glass –
and their works, as well as the general concepts of minimal music. He also outlines the
historical development of these concepts and the ideology of minimalism. Again, some

1

Michael Nyman, Experimental Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1974), 119.
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analysis is provided, but any influence on music written for wind ensemble is nonexistent.2
In his 1996 publication, Minimalists, Robert K. Schwarz builds on the foundation
built by Mertens. Schwarz provides his definition of minimalism and provides an indepth look at the four major composers, including two chapters each on Reich and Glass,
one dedicated to their minimalist music and another dedicated to what he calls their
“maximalist music.” 3 He also dedicates time to composers John Adams and Meredith
Monk, addressing the influence of the four major composers on their work, as well as
their role in the beginnings of post-minimalism. The book concludes with an
examination of the American influence on the European composers Michael Nyman,
Louis Andriessen, and Arvo Pärt. Much of the monograph serves as an historical
examination, with little analysis of the music. While some of the music discussed is
written for wind instruments, it is composed for solo instruments or chamber music
ensembles, not for wind ensemble.
Minimalism: Origins, by Edward Strickland, examines the beginnings of
minimalism as an artistic movement in music, as well as in the visual arts, and discusses
its influence beyond those media, placing the phenomenon into historical and cultural
perspectives.4 In the section dedicated to music, Strickland discusses a number of early
minimalist works and their influence on later works, but with limited analysis. Again,
because of the time period and the composers examined, the influence of minimalism on
the wind ensemble is not addressed.

2

Mertens, American Minimal Music.
Schwarz, Minimalists.
4
Strickland, Minimalism: Origins.
3

11
In his recent publication, Repeating Ourselves: American Minimal Music as
Cultural Practice, Robert Fink takes a different approach to the origins of minimalism.
Rather than focusing on the repetition of musical ideas, Fink focuses on how “in the
industrial consumer society at the turn of the twenty-first century…the culture of
repetition is in full swing.”5 His organization is “correlated loosely with the two ways
that repetition and subjectivity have traditionally been understood to interact, giving rise
to formations that [he] will refer to, in metaphoric Freudian shorthand,”6 as: 1) The
Culture of Eros: Repetition as Desire Creation, and 2) The Culture of Thanatos:
Repetition as Mood Regulation. This is an interesting approach and serves as
confirmation of minimalism’s far-reaching influence; but yet again, there is no
examination of that influence on literature for wind ensemble.
In addition to the surveys on minimalism, composers Steve Reich and Philip
Glass have both written books on their own music, providing unique insights and
perspectives. Reich’s Writings on Music: 1965–2000 offers an array of essays, insights,
and interview transcripts on much of his music, often including analysis and discussion of
his compositional technique.7 Understanding Reich’s analysis is vital in developing a
system with which to examine the influence of Reich’s music on compositions for wind
ensemble by other composers. In Music by Philip Glass, Glass provides an
autobiographical look at his development as a composer, detailed accounts on the

5

Robert Fink, Repeating Ourselves: American Minimal Music as Cultural Practice (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2005), 1.
6
Ibid, 8.
7
Steve Reich, Writings on Music:1965–2000, ed. Paul Hillier (New York: Oxford University Press, Inc.,
2002).
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creation of the music and the libretto of his operas Einstein on the Beach, Satyagraha,
and Akhnaten, as well as “some other music.”8
Articles in scholarly music journals offer a similar approach to the books on
minimalism: a definition of minimalism, an examination of its historical context, and
analysis of strictly minimalist works. In his article, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style or
Technique?,” Timothy A. Johnson provides a unique perspective on defining minimalism
by dividing the genre into three sub-catergories: 1) minimalism as an aesthetic, 2)
minimalism as a style, and 3) minimalism as a technique.9 This definition will prove to
be most useful in identifying musical works written for wind ensemble that have
minimalist influences, and will also serve as a major resource throughout this
dissertation.10
In Audio Culture: Readings on Modern Music, the seventh chapter,
“Minimalisms,” there is a collection of articles on the definitions and history of
minimalism, as well as its influence on rap, house and techno music. The influence on
music for wind ensemble, however, is again overlooked. With that said, Philip
Sherburne’s article “Digital Discipline: Minimalism in House and Techno,” and Susan
McClary’s “Rap, Minimalism, and Structures of Time in Late Twentieth-Century
Culture” can serve as models that identify the minimalist influence in a piece, and what
distinguishes a piece as minimalist versus minimalistically influenced.
Jonathan Bernard, in his 2003 article, “Minimalism, Postminimalism and the
Resurgence of Tonality,” also provides insight into defining minimalism and its evolution

8

Philip Glass, Music by Philip Glass, ed. Robert T. Jones (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1987).
Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 742–773
10
Johnson’s article will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3.
9
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into post-minimalism.11 It is his article, “Theory, Analysis, and the ‘Problem’ of
Minimal Music,” that proves to be most useful. Bernard spends the first third of this
article focusing on what minimal music is not (not static, not non-Western, not “trance
music”). The final two-thirds are dedicated to analyzing (in detail) four significant
minimalist pieces. This in-depth approach serves as an analytical model that can be
applied to other works.12 Further development into this approach is provided in
“Simplifying Means,” the thirteenth chapter of Miguel A. Roig-Francolí’s text,
Understanding Post-Tonal Music. Roig-Francolí analyzes aspects of three pieces of
minimalist music including: 1) Steve Reich’s use of beat-class sets, phase shifting
progressions, prolongation regions and attack points in Violin Phase,13 2) Louis
Andriessen’s use of pitch organization in De Staat, and 3) Arvo Pärt’s use of the
tintinnabuli style in Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten.14
Along with the aforementioned books and journal articles, there are a number of
dissertations that address minimalism. However, only a select few offer a similar
approach to the present study. Rebecca Eaton’s dissertation, Unheard Minimalisms: The
Functions of the Minimalist Technique in Film Scores, explores the influence of
minimalist techniques on film scores and how those techniques appropriately apply
musical meaning to what is seen on screen.15 Eaton’s work serves as a potential model
for this study. The only work found to date with any study of the influence of
Bernard, “Minimalism, Postminimalism and the Resurgance of Tonality,” 112–133.
Jonathan W. Bernard, “Theory, Analysis, and the “Problem” with Minimal Music,” In Concert Music,
Rock, and Jazz Since 1945: Essays and Analytical Studies, ed. Elizabeth West Marvin and Richard
Hermann (Rochester, New York: University of Rochester Press, 1995), 259–284.
13
Much of Roig-Francolí’s analytical approach to Violin Phase can be attributed to Richard Cohn and his
article, “Transpositional Combination of Beat Class Sets in Steve Reich’s Phase-shifting Music.”
Perspectives of New Music 30, no. 2 (Summer 1992): 146–177.
14
Miguel A Roig-Francolí, Understanding Post-Tonal Music (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2007), 321–339.
15
Eaton, Unheard Minimalisms.
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minimalism on music for wind ensemble is Joseph Harchanko’s dissertation, Horizon for
Wind Ensemble: Creating Narrative in Post-Serial Tonality. Harchanko has also written
an original work for wind ensemble that has incorporated elements of minimalism. The
analysis he provides focuses on the total structure, both formally and tonally, rather than
specific analysis of the minimalistic aspects.16
Of the pieces examined in this dissertation, many appear in the Teaching Music
through Performance in Band series. Of these, Aurora Awakes by John Mackey, which
appears in the eighth volume, was the only work where the influence of minimalism was
even peripherally referenced. While author Doug Martin alludes to contemporary
influences of the work, minimalism is never specifically discussed. In the “Suggested
Listening” section, Martin recommends that those who are considering performing this
piece should listen to John Adams’ Short Ride in a Fast Machine and “The Chairman
Dances” from Nixon in China. This suggests that understanding the minimalist (or postminimalist) language helps one to better appreciate this piece.17
This dissertation was designed to identify minimalism’s influence on
compositions for wind ensemble, adding to the similar scholarship that identifies its
influence on other musical genres. Additionally, a process for detailed examination and
analysis of compositional techniques is developed by building on the analytical models
provided in the aforementioned scholarship and applying them to the compositions to be
studied.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Defining the Wind Ensemble
In his book, The Winds of Change, wind conductor and scholar Frank Battisti
states, “no matter what the nomenclature used to identify a wind group – either band or
wind ensemble – the greatest opportunities in repertoire choice and advancement lie in
the performance of the best literature written for both of these ensembles.”1 While
Battisti would argue that “wind band/ensemble” is the best term to use when describing a
contemporary wind group,2 the term “wind ensemble” is most appropriate for the
purposes of this dissertation when identifying original literature written for winds,
including literature for standard wind/concert band, for selective instrumentation, and for
expanded wind/concert band,3 due to the chronological similarities the wind ensemble’s
emergence and evolution has to minimalism, as discussed in Chapter 1. When necessary,
distinctions will be made between the specific types of wind literature, but all will be
identified as music for wind ensemble. It is understood that literature for selective
instrumentation should strictly follow the Fennell model of one player per part, while
literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble could follow the Fennell model or
have multiple players per part, as determined by the conductor.

1

Frank Battisti, The Winds of Change (Galesville, MD: Meredith Music, 2002), 211.
Ibid, xv.
3
Ibid, 212.
2
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Defining Minimalism
As discussed in Chapter 1, there have been many attempts to define minimalism.
For the purposes of this dissertation, I used Timothy Johnson’s definition found in the
1994 The Music Quarterly article, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, or Technique?”4 In his
article, Johnson characterizes it into three sub-genres.
The first is minimalism as an aesthetic. This includes pieces from the earliest
experimental stages of minimalism that date from roughly the late 1950s to the late
1960s. The music from this period often “requires the development of new listening
strategies in order to fully appreciate them,” due to their tendency of being nonteleological and lacking goal-directed elements such as a tonal center. Instead, they focus
“on the process and on precise details.”5 The music of LaMonte Young, and the early
works of Terry Riley, Steve Reich, and Philip Glass would be considered aesthetic
minimalism.
The second category is minimalism as a style. This would include works from the
late 1960s into the early 1980s. Stylistic minimalism recognizes a common mode of
expression and a specific school of compositional thought in regards to form, texture,
harmony, melody and rhythm.6 Johnson defines the form as “primarily continuous,” the
texture as typically consisting “of interlocking rhythmic patterns and pulses continuing
without interruption,” the harmony as “the most prominent characteristic” because of its
simplicity, melody as the “most obvious characteristic” because “extensive melodic lines

Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 742-773.
Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 747.
6
Pascall, “Style,”
http://0-www.oxfordmusiconline.com.source.unco.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/27041 (2014),
accessed 11 April 2014.
4
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are entirely absent,” and rhythm as taking “center stage” providing the “primary point of
interest.”7 Johnson recognizes that pieces that meet the requirements of the aesthetic
most often fit into the parameters of the style as well.
The third sub-genre is minimalism as a technique. This includes music from the
early 1980s until the present day that might demonstrate the use of the following: 1) a
continuous formal structure, 2) an even rhythmic texture and bright tone, 3) a simple
harmonic palette, 4) a lack of extended melodic lines or 5) repetitive rhythmic patterns.8
A composer’s use of only a single technique is clearly not enough to constitute
consideration within this sub-genre. When composers are using minimalism as a
technique, they are most often using two or more of the techniques listed, but usually not
all of them, along with additional compositional techniques from other influences
(perhaps jazz harmonies or highly melodic material) that are not a part of the style or the
aesthetic.
Pieces written in the style and the aesthetic also utilize the techniques. The
difference is that a piece in the aesthetic and style most often use only those techniques.
Minimalism as a technique goes beyond those associated with the genre to expand their
expressive palette. But the fact that composers continue to find ways to incorporate
“minimalism as a technique…reveals its continuing influence on composers and their
works.”9 It was with this concept in mind that the music for wind ensemble was
analyzed.

Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 748.
Ibid, 751.
9
Ibid, 751.
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Before going further, the relationship between minimalism as a technique and
post-minimalism must be discussed. It is my opinion that the two terms are synonymous.
While some scholars and specialists may disagree with this lack of distinction, it is safe to
say that both the average listener and the musician hear minimalism as a technique and
post-minimalism as one and the same. For the purposes of this dissertation, the term
“minimalism” was used when identifying any influence of the genre on music for wind
ensemble, with the understanding that, in some cases, the term post-minimalism could
(and would) be used by other scholars.

Identifying Minimalist Characteristics in Music
Having established a definition for minimalism, the characteristics and techniques
within that definition need further explanation. While there are a number of ways in
which to do so, for the purposes of this dissertation I categorized minimalist techniques
by identifying characteristics in relation to: 1) form and process, 2) texture,
3) harmony, 4) melody, 5) rhythm, and 6) sound. This is not exhaustive, nor does every
piece that is considered minimalist utilize every characteristic. It served instead as the
model for identifying music for wind ensemble that had a minimalist influence.
The formal structure of minimalist music is most often not determined around an
expectation of tonal goals or a specific formal structure. Rather, it was based on the
process of composition, such as phasing (see Example 3.1), the additive process, or
another procedural exploration. Once the techniques were explored and the process
exhausted, the piece is complete, creating a continuous formal design. Regarding form
and process, author Michael Nyman writes:
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Two things are important: first, that the process should be able to be heard as it is
happening – Reich is not interested in “secrets of structure that you can’t hear,”
such as Cage’s chance processes which are used deliberately to obscure any
perceptible organization. With Reich, as with Young, Riley, and Glass, the
process is used as the subject rather than the source of the music. The second
important aspect is that the process should happen very gradually and slowly, so
that one’s attention is drawn to the process itself and to the inevitability of its
gradualness. (Reich makes the comparison with turning over an hour-glass and
watching the sand run through the bottom.)10

EX. 3.1
Reich, Clapping Music

Texture in minimalist music is often dense. This textural density is a result of a
number of compositional choices common to minimalist music, including static
instrumentation, limited dynamic contrasts, and layering. In most minimalist music, the

10

Michael Nyman, Experimental Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1974), 130.
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instrumentation chosen for a particular piece, whether tape or instrumental, plays
continually from start to finish, but there are limited notated dynamic contrasts. Textural
interest can be created by layering the entrances of each instrument or voice,
demonstrated in the phasing techniques of Reich or by the modular musical process in
Riley’s In C, where “patterns are to be played consecutively with each performer having
the freedom to determine how many times he or she will repeat each pattern before
moving on to the next (see Example 3.2).”11 The use of a constant pulse only adds to the
density.

Terry Riley, “Note,” preface to the score of In C (New York: Associated Music Publishers,
1964), i.
11
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EX. 3.2
Riley, In C

The most common characteristics of minimalist harmony are diatonicism and
slow harmonic “development” or “change.” The choice of diatonicism creates consonant
chord qualities. At times, the harmony can suspend itself in drones. This is most
common in the works of LaMonte Young (see Example 3.3).
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EX. 3.3
Young, Composition 1960 # 7

Other times, harmonic progression develops slowly over an extended period. This can be
achieved in a variety of ways. For example, a composer might use a single chord
progression throughout the entirety of a piece. All melodic and harmonic material is built
exclusively around the chords of the selected progression, which can develop gradually
over time. A single chord from the progression may also be sustained for an extended
period before moving to another. These methods are demonstrated in Reich’s Music for
18 Musicians (see Example 3.4). Reich writes:
The structure of Music for 18 Musicians is based on a cycle of eleven chords
played at the very beginning of the piece and repeated at the end. All the
instruments and voices play or sing the pulsating notes with each chord.
Instruments like the strings which do not have to breathe nevertheless follow the
rise and fall of the breath by following the breathing patterns of the bass clarinet.
Each chord is held for the duration of two breaths, and the next chord is gradually
introduced, and so on, until all eleven are played and the ensemble returns to the
first chord. The first pulsing chord is then maintained by two pianos and two
marimbas. While this pulsing chord is held for about five minutes a small piece is
constructed on it. When this piece is completed there is a sudden change to the
second chord, and a second small piece or section is constructed. This means that
each chord that might have taken fifteen or twenty seconds to play in the opening
section is then stretched out as the basic pulsing melody for a five-minute piece
very much as a single note in a cantus firmus, or chant melody of a 12th century
Organum by Perotin might be stretched out for several minutes as the harmonic
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center for a section of the Organum. The opening eleven-chord cycle of Music for
18 Musicians is a kind of pulsing cantus for the entire piece.12

EX. 3.4
Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, cycle of chords13

Later developments of harmony include utilizing a select pitch class set and building
harmony from that set only, without the use of transposition or inversion. An example of
this approach can be found in Andrieessen’s work, De Staat, where “we always see the
same four pitch classes (see Example 3.5).14

12

Steve Reich, Writings on Music:1965–2000, ed. Paul Hillier (New York: Oxford University Press, Inc.,
2002), 88-89.
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Ibid, 89.
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Roig-Francolí, Understanding Post-Tonal Music, 331–333.
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EX 3.5
Andriessen, De Staat, mm. 1–4

As minimalism has continued to develop as a technique, the approach to harmony has
often remained the same. The harmonic palate has expanded, utilizing neo-romantic
harmony, such as in the music of John Adams, as well as the influence of jazz and pop
harmony, as found in the music of Michael Torke.
Melody in minimalist music is rarely a point of emphasis. Rather than using
melodic lines, composers often use short, diatonic motivic figures that are continuously
repeated, as demonstrated in Riley’s In C (again, see Example 3.2). This approach often
creates a single affect for the duration of the piece. Much like harmony has developed as
a technique, so has melody, and in a similar fashion. From the beginnings of
minimalism, there has been limited opportunity for traditional expressiveness. More
recently, uses of extended melodic figures, similar to those found in Romantic music,
appear along with other techniques.
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If there is one characteristic that has come to be identified as the point of
emphasis for minimalists, it is rhythm. While the works of Young were absent of pulse,
it can nonetheless be argued that the defining characteristic of minimalist music is that of
a steady pulse on a repeated rhythmic figure. This creates a rhythmic drive that remains
constant throughout a piece. Even as minimalism has developed, this feeling of constant
pulse through repeated rhythms remains the most significant and most instantly
identifiable aspect of minimalism (see Example 3.6).
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EX. 3.6
Glass, Music in Fifths, Melodies 1–10

The final characteristic to consider when determining whether or not a piece is
minimalistic its sound. When listening to a piece of music, if it has a hypnotic or
meditative quality created through repetition, often based on short motivic, rhythmic
figures that develop slowly over time, it is most likely a piece that utilizes minimalistic
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techniques. The piece may also be using musical characteristics and techniques beyond
those associated with minimalism, but the influence is there. For example, Steve Reich’s
Tehillim is not composed on short repeating patterns. Rather, for the first time since
Reich’s days as a student, the piece is based on extended melodies, often repeated either
as the subject of a canon (Part I and Part IV) or variation (Part II and Part III). It also
utilizes imitative counterpoint, functional harmony and full orchestration. But the
constant pulse and closely layered imitation “creates an illusion of suspended time that is
so typical to Reich’s music.” 15 Therefore, it sounds minimalist.

A Method for Analyzing Minimalist
Characteristics in Music
To properly identify literature for wind ensemble that demonstrates the use of
minimalist compositional characteristics and techniques, the following sequence of
examination must take place. The first step is properly identifying what minimalist
techniques are utilized in each piece under consideration for examination. Then it will
need to be determined if the influence was significant, meaning that two or more
techniques were being used throughout the piece, or a portion of the piece.16 If the
influence is deemed significant, an in-depth analysis of how they are used will take place.
The works chosen to be analyzed in this dissertation were divided into two time
periods: the 1960s through 1999, and the 2000s to the present day. Analysis of each time
period was divided into two sections. The first provided a brief history of the relationship
between minimalism and the wind ensemble for that specific time period. It identified

Antonella Puca, “Steve Reich and Hebrew Cantillation” The Musical Quarterly 81, no. 4 (Winter 1997),
537-555.
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Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 770.
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and provided a general overview of a variety of works. Among these are examples of
original wind literature for selected instrumentation, standard or expanded wind
ensemble, and significant orchestral transcriptions. 17 The second section provided
detailed analysis of significant works from the specified time period that were
representative of the influence of minimalist compositional techniques on music for wind
ensemble. The focus was on original wind literature for standard or expanded wind
ensemble that are of medium-advanced to advanced difficulty (Grade IV and above). 18
Analysis of each work included either selected sections of the piece or the entirety of the
composition. The approach to analysis varies as specific repertoire requires an
individualized analytical approach based on which minimalist influences were deemed
most significant and prevalent within each selection.
In general, the analytical organization of each piece examined in detail began with
a brief section providing biographical background of the composer. This was followed
by contextualization of the circumstances of when and why the work was written, as well
as a critique of any relevant statements the composer has said or written about the work.
General observations about the noteworthy influences of minimalist compositional
techniques utilized in the work were followed by in-depth analysis identifying how and
why the composer incorporated those minimalist influences.

17

For a full list of works to be utilized or referenced throughout this dissertation, see Appendix A - A List
of Representative Works that Demonstrates the Influence of Minimalistic Compositional Techniques on
Music for Wind Ensemble.
18
While grading scales for music difficulty varies from publisher to publisher and organization to
organization, the grading scale as provided by the National Band Association is as follows: Grade IV is
“Technically playable by an advanced high school band, and readily playable by college bands.” Grade V
is “Technically playable by experienced college bands or the finest high school bands (full
instrumentation).” Grade VI is “Technically difficult (in some or all parts) for the finest college and
professional bands.”
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When appropriate, analysis of rhythmic and textural minimalist characteristics
was done using elements from the analytical models provided for phase-shifting music
(most associated with the music of Steve Reich) by Richard Cohn19 and further examined
by Miguel A. Roig-Francolí.20 While melody and harmony may be placed into pitch
class sets, rhythms may be placed into beat class sets. For example, a rhythmic motive
that takes place over the course of ten eighth note pulses may be labeled as a beat class
set with a ten-beat cycle. If a note sounds on every eighth note pulse of the cycle, it
creates the beat class set [0123456789]. If the rhythmic figure only sounds on the first,
third, six, and ninth eighth note pulse within that ten-beat cycle, it creates the beat class
set [0258]. Transpositions of the original rhythm (meaning the same rhythmic figure
displaced to a different pulse), perhaps sounding simultaneously with the original rhythm
create what Cohn calls “prolongations (lockings in, forming canons at various
transpositions in beat space)” where “the texture may become denser through addition of
voices, either through further cloning or through resultant patterns.”21 This type of
analysis may also lead to the identification of moments reminiscent of phase-shifting
progressions, “in which one of the voices accelerates and actually effects the phase
shifting.”22 Through this type of analysis of rhythm and texture, relationships among
melodic and harmonic elements were drawn.

Richard Cohn, “Transpositional Combination of Beat Class Sets in Steve Reich’s Phase-shifting Music.”
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Cohn, “Transpositional Combination of Beat Class Sets in Steve Reich’s Phase-shifting Music,” 150151.
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Works to be Examined
The following original works for standard or expanded wind ensemble served as
representative works from the early 1960s through 1999. Sections of each piece received
detailed analysis: David Bedford’s Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, composed in
1982, Edward Gregson’s Festivo, composed in 1985, David Maslanka’s Symphony No. 4,
composed in 1993, and the second movement of Phillip Sparke’s Dance Movements,
composed in 1996. The following original works for standard or expanded wind
ensemble served as representative works from the 2000s to the present day. Sections of
each piece received detailed analysis: Eric Whitacre’s Equus, composed in 2000, Alex
Shapiro’s Homecoming, composed in 2008, Michael Torke’s 2013 revision of Bliss,
originally composed in 2003, Jennifer Jolley’s Lichtweg/Lightway, composed in 2017,
and finally a work by Aaron Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, composed this
year (2018).
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS

A Brief History of the Relationship between
Minimalism and the Wind Ensemble:
The 1960s through 1999
Although minimalism evolved throughout the 1960s and began to develop a
larger audience appeal in the mid-1970s, it is only in the early 1980s when we begin to
see literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble demonstrating the influence of
minimalistic compositional techniques. However, one could argue that minimalist music
has been connected to the wind ensemble since its inception. Terry Riley, in his
quintessential piece, In C (1964), states that “any number of any kind of instruments can
play. A group of about 35 is desired if possible but smaller or larger groups will work.”1
While In C is not specifically written for the wind ensemble, it can and should be
performed by a wind ensemble with selective or standard instrumentation.
In 1972, minimalist and self-described “maximalist” composer Louis Andriessen
founded the Orkest de Volharding (translated as Perseverance Orchestra), a ten-member
wind ensemble comprised of three saxophones, three trumpets, three trombones, and
piano (with later additions of flute, horn, and double bass) in Amsterdam.2 Andriessen

Terry Riley, “Note,” preface to the score of In C (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1964), i.
Dan Albertson and Ron Hannah, “The Living Composers Project: Louis Andriessen.”
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wrote a number of works for this wind ensemble with selected instrumentation, including
De Volharding (1972) and On Jimmy Yancey (1973).3
In 1976, Andriessen wrote De Staat (translated The Republic) for four women’s
voices and large ensemble. The instrumentation of the ensemble is comprised of four
oboes, four trumpets, four horns, four trombones, two electric guitars, electric bass, two
harps, two pianos, and four violas. When discussing the instrumental layout and
amplification of De Staat, Andriessen identifies the ensemble as “the orchestra.”
However, the world premiere performance was given by the Netherlands Wind
Ensemble,4 making De Staat another significant early minimalist work for wind ensemble
with selected instrumentation.
In 1981, composer John Adams wrote Grand Pianola Music, which author Kyle
Gann describes as “a fascinating hybrid work that starts off from minimalist principles
and moves into a grandly Romantic statement.” Gann states that “the work is scored for
peculiar forces.” 5 These forces include orchestral winds in pairs, three percussion parts
(utilizing fifteen different instruments), three amplified women’s voices, and two pianos.
While Adams’s never identifies it as such,6 the ensemble utilized in Grand Pianola Music
may also be defined as a wind ensemble with selective instrumentation.
These composers’ decision to not identify the instrumentation for the
aforementioned pieces as a wind ensemble (whether intentional or not), and Gann’s
description of Adams’ instrumentation choices as “peculiar forces,” underscores the wind
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ensemble’s struggle to gain mainstream acceptance and a common identity (even as late
as 1997, when Gann’s text was published). Even though the nomenclature of the wind
ensemble was not being used by the minimalists by the early 1980s, it is at this time that
we begin to see minimalist compositional techniques begin utilized by composers not
associated with the style in wind literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble.
One such work is David Bedford’s Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves,
composed in 1982. In his program notes for the piece, Bedford writes:
The basic structural design is carried by a progression of eight chords heard in a
slow introduction above a pedal bass note. These chords are then heard in pairs in
ever-increasing density until a massive full band climax presents the chord
sequence in its entirety together with a melodic fragment which fits each pair of
chords. Annunciatory chords and a repeat of the slow introduction at twice the
speed leads to a new section based on the melodic fragment and its inversion
accompanied by running semiquavers.7
The “progression of eight chords” that creates the “basic structural design” is similar to
Reich’s compositional approach to Music for 18 Musicians. This he describes as “based
on a cycle of eleven chords played at the very beginning of the piece and repeated at the
end.” 8 The “ever-increasing [textural] density” and use of “melodic fragments” add to
the minimalist nature of multiple sections of Bedford’s composition.
Another representative work is Edward Gregson’s Festivo, composed in 1985.
Regarding this piece, Gregson writes, “the second episode starts quietly but gradually
adds layer upon layer of repeated ostinato, rather in the manner of ‘minimalist’ technique,
until the whole band eventually joins in.”9 Gregson himself recognizes that the second

David Bedford, “Note,” preface to the score of Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves (London: Novello
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episode of Festivo serves as an example of wind literature for standard wind ensemble
that demonstrates the influence of minimalistic compositional techniques. His own
identification of “’minimalist’ technique” is significant and aligns with author Timothy
Johnson’s later description of minimalism as a technique in his 1994 article,
“Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, or Technique?,” as having “an even rhythmic texture,
simple harmonic palette, a lack of extended melodic lines, and repetitive rhythmic
patterns.”10 All of these characteristics are appropriate for describing the compositional
techniques employed by Gregson throughout the second episode of Festivo.
Rodney Rogers describes his work for expanded wind ensemble, Prevailing
Winds. Composed in 1988, it is filled “with restless energy and numerous
motives…presented in the opening of the piece [that] can be heard in transformed
versions throughout.” This requires a “steady rhythmic pulse” and the keyboards playing
“a central role in the rhythmic vitality.”11 Rogers’ numerous motives in large part lack
extended melodic lines. The restless energy is created through the use of repetitive
sixteenth note patterns in the two pianos and keyboard percussion, establishing an even
rhythmic texture and bright tone commonly heard in the ensembles of Glass, the “Phillip
Glass Ensemble” and Reich, “Steve Reich and Musicians.”
By the end of the 1980s and into the 1990s, minimalism began to develop more
mainstream acceptance and success. Philip Glass had found success composing for film
beginning with his collaborations with director Godfrey Reggio on the independent nonnarrative documentaries Koyaanisqatsi (1982) and Powaqqatsi (1987). These
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collaborations led to opportunities for Glass to write for more popular mainstream
Hollywood films. It also led to a rise in the number of film scores demonstrating
minimalist characteristics.12 Other notable film scores are Michael Nyman’s score for
The Piano (1993), which earned him a Golden Globe nomination, and Glass’s scores for
director Martin Scorsese’s Kundun (1997), which earned a Golden Globe and Oscar
nomination. Director Peter Weir’s The Truman Show (1998) was the Golden Globe
winner for Best Original Score in 1999.13 Steve Reich would gain mainstream
recognition with his first of multiple collaborations with the Kronos String Quartet on
Different Trains (1988), a twenty-seven minute piece for string quartet and tape. The
1989 recording of this work would go on to win the Grammy Award for Best
Contemporary Composition.14
John Adams found his success with large scale orchestral works like
Harmonielehre (1984–85), his wildly popular orchestral fanfare, Short Ride in a Fast
Machine (1986), and his Violin Concerto (1993), as well as his opera, Nixon in China
(1985–87). Short Ride in a Fast Machine was arranged for wind ensemble in 1991 by
Lawrence T. Odom. It was arranged again by Richard Saucedo in 2006 at a Grade IV
level to make the piece playable for younger ensembles. Another Adams concert piece
from this time, Lollapalooza (1996), written as a fortieth birthday present for conductor
Simon Rattle, a friend and collaborator of Adams,15 was transcribed for wind ensemble
by James Spinazzola in 2007.
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Also in the 1980s, Michael Torke was starting to emerge as a composer who
“combined elements of the minimalist technique with elements of jazz and popular music
elements to create his own unique style.” He represented “a generation of young
American composers where the distinctions between pop and so-called serious music did
not have to be observed rigidly.”16 The Los Angeles Times has stated Torke “practically
defined post-Minimalism.”17 He found particular success with Adjustable Wrench (1987)
and Javelin (1994), the official commission of the 1996 Summer Olympic Games held in
Atlanta, Georgia.18 This was transcribed for wind ensemble in 1997 by Merlin Patterson.
Torke also wrote two pieces for wind ensemble with select instrumentation, Rust (1989)
and Overnight Mail (1997), for the Orkest de Volharding, the aforementioned wind
ensemble from the Netherlands.
Throughout the 1990s, in addition to the transcriptions and works for wind
ensemble with select instrumentation, there continued to be music written for standard or
expanded wind ensemble where sections of pieces demonstrate the influence of
minimalist compositional techniques. One such work is David Maslanka’s Symphony
No. 4, composed in 1993. In the first large section, an extended transition, which the
composer identifies as “traveling music,”19 demonstrates an even texture and bright tone,
lacks extended melodic lines, and utilizes repetitive rhythmic patterns, all minimalistic
characteristics. Sections of the second movement of Phillip Sparke’s Dance Movements,
composed in 1996, utilize a similar approach. During this time, works for younger band
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(Grades I–III) began to emerge that have sections that demonstrate minimalistic
characteristics of steady pulse, repetition of rhythmic figures, and lack of extended
melodic lines. Examples include Andrew Boysen’s, Tricycle, composed in 1996, and
Dana Wilson’s Shortcut Home, composed in 1998.
By the end of the twentieth-century, as minimalism evolved and became a
familiar and accepted style in the musical and cultural mainstream, the influence of the
compositional techniques of minimalism expanded the vocabulary of the expressive
musical language of the wind ensemble. What follows is a detailed analysis of four
significant works from this time period written for standard or expanded wind ensemble,
including David Bedford’s Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, Edward Gregson’s
Festivo, David Maslanka’s Symphony No. 4, and the second movement of Phillip
Sparke’s Dance Movements. All four works represent the influence of minimalistic
compositional techniques on music for wind ensemble from the 1960s through 1999.

Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves by David Bedford
A contemporary of Riley, Reich, and Glass, composer David Bedford (1937–
2012) was born in London into a family of musicians and began composing at the age of
seven. He earned degrees from Lancing College and the Royal Academy of Music,
where he studied composition with John Alston, Christopher Headington, Lennox
Berkeley, and Luigi Nono. 20 A versatile musician, Bedford found success composing in
a variety of genres, and in the early 1960s, he worked as a copier and educator.21
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Bedford’s time as an educator had great influence on him, becoming “the first composer
in [England] to go into the schools and do creative work with pupils,” writing pieces
intended for students that ranged from works for beginners to full operas.22 In the late
1960s, Bedford played keyboards with the band The Whole World, which over his career
led to a multitude of collaborations with rock musicians, such as Mike Oldfield, Elvis
Costello, and Enya. Bedford composed numerous orchestral, vocal, and chamber music
compositions; his works for winds includes two works for selected instrumentation and
five works for standard or expanded wind ensemble. He has also composed a piece for
wind ensemble and string orchestra.23
Bedford’s first work for wind ensemble is Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast
Waves, composed in 1982 and dedicated to Chris Dodkin, his wife Susan, and his
cricketing colleagues. Commissioned by the Huddersfield Festival of Contemporary
Music, in the program notes for the piece, Bedford writes:
The basic structural design is carried by a progression of eight chords heard in a
slow introduction above a pedal bass note. These chords are then heard in pairs in
ever-increasing density until a massive full band climax presents the chord
sequence in its entirety together with a melodic fragment which fits each pair of
chords. Annunciatory chords and a repeat of the slow introduction at twice the
speed leads to a new section based on the melodic fragment and its inversion
accompanied by running semiquavers. The annunciatory chords return, softly this
time and with an accompaniment of melodic percussion. This leads to a slow,
static section with block chords and faint reminiscences of earlier material; this
gradually leads back to a varied recapitulation and an exultant Coda.24
As discussed previously, the “progression of eight chords” that creates the “basic
structural design” is similar to Reich’s compositional approach to Music for 18
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Musicians, which he describes as “based on a cycle of eleven chords played at the very
beginning of the piece and repeated at the end” 25 The “ever-increasing [textural]
density” and use of “melodic fragments” add to the minimalist nature of multiple sections
of Bedford’s composition, creating moments reminiscent of Reich’s phasing process.
Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves is an example of literature for standard
wind ensemble that demonstrates the influence of minimalistic compositional techniques
throughout, specifically in regards to form and process, texture, melody, harmony,
rhythm, and sound. The work is cast in a ternary form of A B A1, followed by “an
exultant Coda.” Each section is preceded by a slow presentation of a progression of
chords. For the purposes of this dissertation, the A section of the piece, measures 1–87,
will be examined in detail, covering approximately the first three minutes of the fourteenminute piece, followed by a more general examination of the piece in its entirety.
As Bedford describes in his program notes, “the basic structural design is carried
by a progression of eight chords heard in a slow introduction above a pedal bass note.”
This chord progression provides the foundation for the process he will use to create the
musical material for the A section of Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves (see
Example 4.1). Bedford’s compositional choice to utilize a progression of diatonic chords
exclusively establishes a simple harmonic palette that is characteristic of minimalist
music.
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EX. 4.1
Bedford, Reduction of the “Progression of Eight Chords,” mm. 1–826

After the slow introduction, Bedford begins his process of presenting the chords
in pairs. In measure 9–41 he makes use of only Chord I and Chord II, alternating
between the chords every measure to create a two-measure progression that will be
repeated sixteen times. In measure 9, he introduces the first melodic fragment “which fits
each pair of chords” in the clarinets and xylophone. Bedford’s process for introducing
the melodic fragment takes place over six bars. The fragment begins with an idea made
up of two eighth-notes, with one appearing in the first bar and the other in the second. In
the third and fourth bars, he adds an additional eighth note to the fragment that takes
place in the third bar. In the fifth and sixth bar, he adds the final eighth note of the
fragment, which takes place in the sixth bar. Once the six-bar process is complete,
Bedford has a complete two-bar melodic fragment that aligns with the two-bar
progression of Chord I and Chord II (see example 4.2).
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EX. 4.2
Bedford, Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, mm. 9–14

At measure 15, Bedford introduces his next melodic fragment in the saxophones
utilizing the same six bar process. This creates another four-note fragment similar to the
first fragment but with the notes sounding on different parts of the beat. He completes
the same process for a third melodic fragment in the oboes, English horn, bassoons, and
glockenspiel at measure 21, and again at measure 27 in the horns and marimba for a
fourth melodic fragment. This completes Bedford’s process, with the composite rhythm
of the four melodic fragments, first heard at measure 31, creating a final melodic figure
that sounds the designated chord on every eighth-note pulse of the measure. This also
creates a constant eighth-note pulse (see example 4.3 and example 4.4).
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EX. 4.3
Bedford, Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, mm. 31–32
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EX. 4.4
Bedford, Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, composite melodic figure, mm. 31–32

Through his process, Bedford creates a musical event similar to the early Reich
pieces that theorist Richard Cohn calls “prolongations (lockings in, forming canons at
various transpositions in beat space)” where “the texture may become denser through
addition of voices, either through further cloning or through resultant patterns.”27 While
Bedford does not transpose, clone, or shift his melodic fragments, the texture does
become denser with each introduction of a new melodic fragment. Although not a true
prolongation region, once his own process is complete, Bedford creates an event that is
reminiscent of those found in Reich’s phasing pieces.
Also at measure 15, Bedford introduces “a composite countermelody…beginning
with the two xylophones playing two-measure cyclical rhythmic figures that function
contrapuntally with each other.”28 The counter melody is initially presented as a figure
comprised of quarter notes and eighth notes. Like the other melodic fragments, it is a
two-bar figure that is repeated and comprised of notes from Chord I and Chord II. By the
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eighth iteration in measure 27, the figure is subdivided into sixteenth notes, creating a
constant sixteenth note pulse through measure 40 (see example 4.5).

EX. 4.5
Bedford, Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, mm. 27–28

In measure 33, the low brass enter with whole note figures, followed by the
trumpets and cornets in measure 37 that harmonically support the two bar progression of
Chord I and Chord II. Combined with the constant eighth note pulse of the composite
melodic figure and constant sixteenth note pulse of the composite counter melody,
Bedford creates a texturally dense musical moment leading to the conclusion of the
section in measure 41. Here the full ensemble plays an accented whole note of Chord III
at forte, signaling the shift to a new section. This dynamic shift is significant as dynamic
contrast has been limited to this point, with all parts marked at mezzo forte since measure
9.
At measure 42, Bedford begins his process anew in a manner similar to his
approach in the previous section. Here he introduces a two-bar progression based on
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Chord III and IV that will be repeated twelve times. In developing his new melodic
fragments, each new fragment again begins as a two eighth note idea, with one eighth
note taking place in the first bar and the other in the second bar. However he accelerates
the process, making it a four bar process to complete the fragment, immediately adding
an additional eighth note in each bar. Once the four-bar process is complete, Bedford
has a complete two bar melodic fragment that aligns with the two-bar progression of
Chord III and Chord IV. Utilizing this accelerated process, he again introduces a total of
four melodic fragments that creates a composite figure of constant eighth notes
reminiscent of the prolongations of Reich. At measure 48, whole note figures that
harmonically support the two-bar progression of Chord III and Chord IV are passed
around the ensemble. The appearance of the whole note textural layer occurs much
sooner in the process than in the previous section. Additionally, the percussion no longer
plays the counter melody. Instead, percussionists play four tuned wine bottles, with each
bottle playing one of the four melodic fragments.
In measure 66, Bedford presents a fully realized version of his process on Chord
V and Chord VI that receives only two repetitions. This is followed immediately by a
fully realized version on Chord VII and Chord XIII, also receiving only two repetitions.
Following the completion of this process, “a massive full band climax presents the chord
sequence in its entirety together with a melodic fragment which fits each pair of chords”29
at measure 74 (see example 4.6). If not playing the new, more lyric melodic pattern, the
ensemble is alternating down beats and upbeats with half the ensemble playing the
downbeats and half playing upbeats. The only exceptions are the piccolo and E-flat
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clarinet, who alternate a pattern of four sixteenth notes. The E-flat clarinet plays on beats
one and three while the piccolo plays on beats two and four, creating a constant sixteenth
note pulse for the first time since measure 40. Following the presentation of the climax,
“annunciatory chords and a repeat of the slow introduction at twice the speed” 30 from
measure 87-98 serves as a short transition that sets up the B section of the piece.

EX. 4.6
Bedford, Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, melodic fragment, mm. 74–75

In the B section of Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves, measures 99–240,
Bedford bases the section “on the melodic fragment [from the previous climax] and its
inversion accompanied by running [sixteenth notes]. 31 The constant sixteenth-note pulse,
simple harmonic palette, and repeated repetitions of the melodic fragment create another
texturally dense section that utilizes multiple influences and is a demonstration of
minimalist compositional techniques. At measure 197, “the annunciatory chords return,
softly this time and with an accompaniment of melodic percussion. This leads to a slow,
static section with block chords and faint reminiscences of earlier material.” The A1
section, which Bedford describes as a “varied recapitulation,” begins at measure 241 and
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makes use of the compositional processes analyzed in detail in the previous discussion of
the A section. The “exultant Coda,” measures 296–322, also makes use of the same
processes.

Festivo by Edward Gregson
Another contemporary of the minimalists is British composer Edward Gregson.
Born in Sunderland, County Durham, England in 1945 and best known for his concertos,
his orchestral, chamber, instrumental and choral music, as well as his contributions to the
wind and brass repertoire, have been performed, broadcast, and recorded worldwide. As
an academic, he has held positions at Goldsmith College and the University of London
and was Principal of the Royal Northern College of Music. Gregson retired from
academia to concentrate on composing in 2008 but remains active on a number of boards
in service to music education and the music profession.32
Commissioned for the tenth anniversary of the Bolton Youth Concert Band
conducted by Nigel Taylor, Festivo was first performed in Kortirijk, Belgium at the
Conference of the World Association of Symphonic Bands and Ensembles in July of
1985.33 As mentioned previously, when discussing Festivo Gregson states that “the
second episode starts quietly but gradually adds layer upon layer of repeated ostinato,
rather in the manner of ‘minimalist’ technique, until the whole band eventually joins
in.”34 Gregson’s personal influence of “minimalist technique” is most directly related to
Terry Riley’s In C. The gradual process of adding “layer upon layer of repeated ostinato”
(which could also be described as melodic patterns) employed by Gregson demonstrates
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similar qualities to the modular musical process found in In C, where “[melodic] patterns
are to be played consecutively with each performer having the freedom to determine how
many times he or she will repeat each pattern before moving on to the next.”35
In the second episode of Festivo, which takes place from rehearsal nine to the first
beat of rehearsal twelve and lasts approximately one minute in duration, Gregson makes
use of fifteen melodic patterns (see Example 4.7). Throughout the episode, Gregson
varies the use of each melodic pattern. Some patterns are notated to occur no more than
two times while others are dictated to occur up to eighty-nine times, often occurring
simultaneously in multiple instruments. As the episode develops, the number of patterns
that occur, the regularity with which they occur, and the number of instruments playing
all increase significantly, creating what gradually becomes a texturally dense episode.
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EX. 4.7
Gregson, Festivo, Melodic patterns utilized in the second episode, mm. 102–38
Also like Riley, who aided the ensemble of In C “by the means of an eighth note
pulse played on the C’s of the piano or mallet instrument,”36 Gregson aides the wind
ensemble by creating a constant eighth-note pulse. Initially, the pulse is created by the
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tubas providing the downbeats and the trombones providing the upbeats. Throughout the
episode, the eighth note pulse is passed around various members of the ensemble. The
pulse is harmonically reinforced with two sets of tied whole notes; the first holding the
interval of a perfect fifth on D and A, the second moving up a half-step in parallel motion
to E-flat and B-flat. The whole-note progression is initially played in the bassoons (see
example 4.8). This four-bar progression of parallel fifths serves as the foundation of the
formal process and development of Gregson’s minimalist episode.

EX. 4.8
Gregson, Festivo, mm. 102–105

While the similarities are clear, it is important to note four main differences in the
process utilized by Gregson in comparison to Riley. First, instead of allowing each
performer to have freedom in how many times the patterns are repeated, Gregson notates
the process. Secondly, Gregson not only notates how many times a melodic pattern will
be played, but also which instrument will play the pattern. Therefore, not every
instrument plays each melodic pattern, giving the composer control not only of the
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melodic repetition, but the texture as well. Similarly, both the constant eighth-note pulse
and tied whole-notes are passed around through various instruments within the ensemble,
again allowing Gregson to remain in control of the texture. Third, while most of the
melodic patterns are single voice statements, some of the melodic patterns are
harmonized. Of those patterns that are harmonized, some are harmonized on the initial
statement while others are harmonized after the initial single line melodic statement.
Lastly, while always remaining the same rhythmically, Gregson alters the pitch
sequences of some of the melodic patterns, sometimes by altering melodic intervals, other
times through inversion, to match the tonality of the four-bar harmonic progression and
constant eighth-note pulse. Despite these differences and through the subtlety of
Gregson’s adjustments, the minimalistic influence of the episode remains strongly intact.
As alluded to previously, the form of this episode is structured around the four-bar
harmonic progression. Throughout the episode, written in four-four meter at quarter note
equals 138, this progression is repeated a total of nine times. With each statement of the
harmonic progression, Gregson gradually introduces each of the melodic patterns,
increasing textural density with each new pattern. The episode comes to a conclusion on
the downbeat of rehearsal twelve, when the entire ensemble plays melodic pattern #5 in
an accented fortissimo punctuation. The entirety of the formal structure of the minimalist
episode of Festivo is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Summary of formal structure for the second episode of Festivo
Rehearsal
Number

Measure
Number

Statement of
Progression

Melodic Pattern
(MP)

Number of
iterations of MP

9

102–105

1

#1

1x

106–109

2

#1
#2

1x
6x

110–113

3

#2
#3
#4

4x
2x
3x

114–117

4

#2
#3
#4
#5

12x
2x
3x
4x

118–121

5

#2
#3
#5
#6

16x
5x
4x
4x

122–125

6

#2
#3
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

8x
3x
4x
16x
4x
1x
1x

126–129

7

#2
#5
#6
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15

16x
8x
16x
16x
8x
8x
8x
16x
1x

10

11
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Table 1, continued
Rehearsal
Number

Measure
Number

Statement of
Progression

Melodic Pattern
(MP)

Number of
iterations of MP

11

130–133

8

#2
#5
#6
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15

16x
12x
16x
8x
8x
8x
16x
16x

134–137

9

#2
#5
#12
#13
#14

16x
16x
16x
16x
16x

Gregson’s second episode of Festivo is a clear example of the influence of
minimalist compositional techniques on literature for wind ensemble. First, he is able to
create an even rhythmic texture by creating a constant eighth-note, and eventually
sixteenth-note pulse throughout. Second, he based the episode on a simple harmonic
four-bar pattern of parallel fifths, two bars of D and A, and two bars of E-flat and B-flat,
that he repeats on nine occasions. This serves as the foundational element of the formal
process. Third, the episode lacks extended melodic lines and is instead based on
repetitions of melodic and rhythmic patterns. Fourth, by “gradually [adding] layer upon
layer of repeated ostinato,” Gregson creates textural density that is enhanced by the
aforementioned constant eighth-note pulse. All of these elements draw attention to
minimalism’s influence on music for wind ensemble. They also represent the early
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stages of the expansion of the expressive musical language at the disposal of composers
when writing for wind ensemble.

Symphony No. 4 by David Maslanka
David Maslanka (1943–2017) is one of the most consequential wind band
composers of the past fifty years. He has written over fifty pieces for standard or
expanded wind ensemble, including eight symphonies, seventeen concertos, a Mass, and
many concert pieces.37 Perhaps his most popular and regularly performed piece is
Symphony No. 4. In this monumental composition, there is a brief but important section
that demonstrates the influence of minimalist compositional techniques.
The first section of the piece, which takes place from measures 1–359, has the
internal ternary form of A B A1, with a transition between the A and B section. 38 The A
section includes three statements of the “light” version of the “soulful, hymn-like” main
theme. The transition (measures 88–106), which the composer identifies as “traveling
music,” is intended to “cleanse the palette before the tumultuous and even brutal music of
Section I Part B.”39 In doing so, Maslanka creates a transition that lasts approximately
thirty seconds, comprised of an even texture and bright tone that lacks extended melodic
lines while utilizing repetitive rhythmic patterns, all minimalist characteristics.
In this section, written in four-four time, marked quarter note = 152 and at the
dynamic marking of piano, the double bass plays a melodic pattern of a quarter note
followed by a quarter rest on beats one and three of each measure. The first and second
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bassoons play a melodic pattern of two eighth notes followed by a quarter rest. The first
alto saxophone, bass clarinet, and tenor saxophone repeat the melodic pattern of four
sixteenth notes followed by a quarter rest, playing on beat one and three of each measure
in the same manner as the double bass. The first flute, first oboe, and first clarinet play a
melodic pattern of a quarter rest followed by four sixteenth notes, placing the figures on
beats two and four of each measure. The composite of these repetitive rhythmic patterns
creates a constant sixteenth note pulse and even texture throughout this transitional
section (see example 4.9).

EX. 4.9
Maslanka, Symphony No. 4, mm. 88–89
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The harmonic progression of this transition, a series of plagal cadences that
provides the most interest in this section, 40 represents a simple harmonic palette. The
progression initially moves slowly. The first four chords are played for two bars each, the
next seven chords for one bar each, and the final chord for four bars, which is marked to
crescendo and accelerate, before transitioning to the B section. Similar to Gregson,
Maslanka alters the pitch of each of the melodic patterns to match the harmony of the
progression. However, he maintains the integrity of the chosen scale degrees of each
melodic pattern within each chord.
In making these compositional choices, Maslanka is able to create “traveling
music” that demonstrates a (paradoxically) meditative quality developed through the use
of repetition of short, motivic figures, creating a sense of constant pulse and an even
texture. His use of each of these techniques creates an effective minimalist transition.

Dance Movements by Phillip Sparke
Born in London in 1951, composer Phillip Sparke studied trumpet, piano, and
composition at the Royal College of Music. During his time in college he became
interested in writing music for brass band and for wind ensemble. Sparke has an
expansive catalogue and has written or transcribed over 200 works for winds. He has
twice been awarded the National Band Association/William D. Revelli award for
composition for Hemispheres (2004) in 2005 and A Colour Symphony (2016) in 2016.41
Commissioned by the United States Air Force Band, Dance Movements was first
performed in January 1996 at the Florida Music Educators Association Convention. Cast
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in four movements and played without pause, it is a work for expanded wind ensemble
that includes piano and harp. Sparke states, “it was the first time I had used these
instruments in a [wind ensemble] score and their presence colored the score and, indeed,
the type of music I wrote.”42 His use of these instruments plays a significant role in the
minimalist textures found in the second movement of Dance Movements.
Cast in the ternary form of A B A1, the second movement is marked, Molto Vivo
(for the Woodwinds). Sparke writes:
The second movement starts with a rustic [English country] dance tune…that had
been plaguing me for a time, which is continually interrupted. It passes through
various keys and stages of the development until a bubbling ostinato arrives on
piano, harp, glockenspiel, and cello. Over this, the oboe plays a languid tune,
which is then taken up by the soprano and alto saxophones. Clarinets and lower
winds introduce a new idea; it is built on 9th and 11th chords, highly syncopated
and interspersed by snatches of the ostinato. Eventually the oboe theme
reappears, accompanied by the lower wind chords.43

Through his instrumentation choices of piano, harp, glockenspiel, and cello to establish
the “bubbling ostinato,” as well as the pastoral melodic quality of the “languid tune” in
the oboe, Sparke is able to create music that seamlessly incorporates the influence of
minimalist techniques with the more traditional melodic style of an English country
dance tune throughout the B section of the movement, which lasts approximately two
minutes and fifteen seconds.
Cast in two-two time signature and marked at half note equals 134 beats per
minute, the “bubbling ostinato” found in the B section of the second movement
demonstrates the influence of multiple minimalist compositional techniques. The
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aforementioned instrumentation choices and constant eighth-note pulse creates an even
rhythmic texture and bright tone. The only chords incorporated are presented through a
slow–moving progression consisting of diatonic major seventh chords and a minor triad
(A major seventh, G major seventh, F-sharp minor, G major seventh), which creates a
simple harmonic palette. Additionally, Sparke makes use of a number of repetitive
rhythmic patterns.
At the beginning of the B section, measure 190, he creates a minimalist texture by
utilizing five rhythmic patterns. The first pattern is repeated pizzicato half notes on the
tonic of the chord that is played in the cello. The second pattern is repeated quarter notes
also playing the tonic of the chord in the harp. This pattern alternates octaves. Beat one
and three sounds the lower octave while beat two and four sound an octave above. The
third pattern is a descending eighth note line played in the right hand of the piano. When
the harmony is a major seventh chord, it sounds scale degrees 3-1-7-1, with scale degree
seven being the lowest note. When the harmony is the F-sharp minor triad, it sounds
scale degrees 3-1-5-1, outlining the triad in second inversion and with scale degree five
being the lowest sounding note. The fourth pattern is an ascending eighth note line
played in the left hand of the piano. When the harmony is a major seventh chord, it
sounds scale degrees 1-3-5-3, arpeggiating the triad with scale degree one being the
lowest note. When the harmony is the F-sharp minor triad, it sounds scale degrees 1-2-32, with scale degree one being the lowest sounding note. The fifth pattern is an
augmented version of the third pattern played in quarter notes by the glockenspiel. The
only pattern change takes place during the F-sharp minor triad, where the pattern is 1-32-3, with scale degree one being the lowest note (see Example 4.10).
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EX. 4.10
Sparke, Dance Movements, Movement II, mm. 190–91

Over this minimalist accompaniment the oboe provides an extended, lyrical
melody for the first statement of the B section, which serves as the primary theme.44 This
same statement is made again, this time with the soprano and alto saxophone playing the
melody, as well as the addition of a sixth rhythmic pattern of repeated quarter notes in
three voices. The lowest voice sounds the third of the chord and the middle voice sounds
the fifth of the chord. During a major seventh chord, the upper voice alternates between
the seventh and tonic. During the minor triad, it sounds the tonic and supertonic (see
example 4.11).
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EX. 4.11
Sparke, Dance Movements, Movement II, mm. 215–18

At measure 237, Sparke introduces a “new idea” in the clarinets and lower winds
that is “highly syncopated and interspersed by snatches of the ostinato.” The first two
“snatches” of the minimalist ostinato occur at the end of the first phrase of the new idea,
measure 243, then at the end of the second phrase, measure 251. Both “snatches” are
four bars long, built on the A major seventh chord, and utilize the original five rhythmic
patterns. The next statement of the minimalist ostinato begins at measure 278. Here
Sparke again introduces the original five rhythmic patterns which continues until measure
314. He also incorporates four statements of the sixth rhythmic patterns in the flutes in
measures 279, 286, 293, and 300. Each statement of the pattern varies in length of either
ten, twelve, or sixteen quarter notes. Four bars of rest separate each iteration of the
pattern.
Sparke’s approach to the B section of the second movement of Dance Movements
is similar to John Adams compositional approach in pieces such as Harmonielehre or
Short Ride in a Fast Machine. Like Adams, Sparke’s melodic material clearly exceeds
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what one would expect in minimalist music. Also like Adams, the compositional
techniques utilized by Sparke in the accompaniment embody the characteristics of
minimalist compositional techniques in regards to texture, harmony, and rhythm.

A Brief History of the Relationship between
Minimalism and the Wind Ensemble:
The 2000s to the Present
By the turn of the century and at the dawn of the new millennium, American
musical minimalism had established its place in music history as a significant style with
far-reaching influence and was recognized as “one of the most notable developments in
late 20th-century musical culture.”45 With this distinction, mainstream success continued
to be bestowed upon the composers most associated with minimalism. Philip Glass
earned two additional Academy Award nominations for original score for director
Stephen Daldry’s film The Hours (2002) in 2003, and for director Richard Eyre’s film
Notes on a Scandal (2006) in 2007.46 Perhaps most significantly, Pulitzer Prizes in
composition were awarded to John Adams for On the Transmigration of Souls (2002) in
2003, to Steve Reich for Double Sextet (2008) in 2009, and to John Luther Adams (no
relation), whose work has been compared to that of Glass and the better-known Adams47
for Become Ocean (2013) in 2014.48
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Glass, Adams, and Reich each composed culturally significant works in response
to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Adams was commissioned to compose the
aforementioned On the Transmigration of Souls (2002) by the New York Philharmonic
for their concert performance marking the one-year anniversary of the attacks.49 Glass
composed the score for the Peabody Award-winning documentary, Rebirth (2011), which
“chronicles the journeys of five people whose lives were forever altered on that
unforgettable day.”50 Reich was commissioned by the Kronos Quartet to write a piece
using pre-recorded voice, WTC 9/11 (2010). The voices are excerpts from publicly
accessible recordings from September 11, specifically from NORAD [North American
Aerospace Defense Command] and FDNY [New York City Fire Department], and from
interviews Reich conducted with former friends and neighbors who all lived or worked in
lower Manhattan.51
While he wrote two works for wind ensemble with selective instrumentation in
the late 1980s, Michael Torke became the first composer associated with minimalism to
fully embrace writing literature for the standard or expanded wind ensemble when he
wrote Grand Central Station (2000), commissioned by the Goldman Memorial Band.52
In addition to Grand Central Station, his catalogue now includes five works for standard
or expanded wind ensemble, Bliss (2003, revised 2013), Four Wheel Drive (2004), The
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Kiss (2006), From Many, One (2012), and Torque Series (2012), as well as three works
for selective instrumentation and four transcriptions.53
At the turn of the century we continue to see the influence of minimalist
compositional techniques on composers not associated with minimalism in wind
literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble. Not only does this influence occur
more frequently in more pieces, composers are willing to acknowledge the influence
much more overtly than has occurred previously. One such work is Eric Whitacre’s
Equus, composed in 2000. In the program notes for the piece, Whitacre writes:
I wanted to write a moto perpetuo, a piece that starts running and never stops
(Equus is the Latin word for horse) that would also be a virtuosic show piece for
the winds. The final result is something that I call Dynamic Minimalism, which
basically means that I love to employ repetitive patterns as long as they don’t get
boring.54
While Whitacre’s assessment of “non-dynamic minimalism” as “boring” is not the first
criticism of minimalist music,55 his identification of Equus as “Dynamic Minimalism”
provides an alternative definition for what author Timothy Johnson describes as
minimalism as a technique (others have referred to “post-minimalism,” which was
discussed in Chapter 3). It also identifies Whitacre’s deliberate intent to utilize
minimalist compositional techniques in Equus, making it, in addition to Torke’s Grand
Central Station, one of the first examples of wind literature for standard or expanded
wind ensemble that demonstrates the influence of minimalism throughout the entirety of
the composition.
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Another representative work is composer Jeffrey Brooks’ Dreadnought,
composed in 2001. A pupil of Louis Andriessen, Brooks is associated with the postminimalist composers of Bang on a Can. His music fits the Bang on a Can image in
terms of rhythmic drive, a single-minded approach to form, and use of amplified
instruments.56 Dreadnought, meaning a total absence of fear or invincible,57 is another
example of wind literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble that demonstrates the
influence of minimalist compositional techniques. The musical elements and
compositional techniques of his former teacher Louis Andriessen, founder of the
aforementioned Orkest de Volharding and composer of multiple works for wind
ensemble for selected instrumentation, has clearly shaped Brooks’ compositional voice.
This influence is prevalent throughout Dreadnought.
Composer Michael Markowski’s second piece for wind ensemble, joyRIDE,
written in 2005 when he just a senior in high school, serves as another representative
piece that demonstrates minimalist influence. Markowski writes:
When my band director, Jon Gomez, first received word that our high school
music department was selected to perform in New York, he asked me if I'd like to
write something to open the concert and commemorate the trip—something that
was bursting with joy. "Maybe," he suggested, "it would be cool to take
something more traditional, like Beethoven's Ode To Joy, and blend it with
something more modern, like John Adams." The idea was so simple and so
astounding that the assignment excited me immediately—it excited me so much
that within ten days, I had completed the first complete draft of joyRiDE, a twoand-a-half-minute concert opener that borrows Beethoven's infamous melody and
dresses it in a tie-dye blazer of rhythm and texture that nod humbly to John
Adams's Short Ride In A Fast Machine.58
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In this mash-up work, the obvious reference to John Adams’s Short Ride in a Fast
Machine in Markowski’s notes is amplified through his use of direct quotations of
Adams’s work in joyRIDE itself. This piece, which Markowski revised in 2015, may be
the most overt argument supporting the “modern” influence of minimalist compositional
techniques on music for wind ensemble.
In 2006, Christopher Rouse, one of America's most prominent composers of
orchestral music, winner of the Pulitzer Prize (for his Trombone Concerto) and a
Grammy (for Concert de Gaudí), as well as election to the prestigious American
Academy of Arts and Letters, was commissioned by Gary Green and the Frost School of
Music at the University of Miami to compose Wolf Rounds, his first work for wind
ensemble.59 The composer writes:
My concept of the work was to introduce a series of "circular" musical
ideas that would repeat over and over until metamorphosing to a new idea
that would then also be repeated in the same fashion until becoming yet
another. These musics would be of different lengths so that their repeated
overlaps would produce a constantly changing sonic landscape.
Sometimes these ideas would repeat verbatim; at other times there would
be gradual but constant development within each repetition. Some
instruments would introduce new musics while others would continue to
repeat their material for a longer period of time before moving on to a new
idea. My first impulse was to entitle the work "Loops," as it seemed to me
that this was an accurate description of the processes involved in
composing the piece. However, this title seemed a bit prosaic. The word
"loops," though, led me to think of the Latin word "lupus," which means
"wolf." I was put in mind of the way in which wolves circle their prey, and
these predatory rounds of course reminded me of the circular nature of my
musical presentation. Thus the final title: Wolf Rounds.60
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Rouse’s phrases such as “repeat over and over until metamorphosing to a new idea that
would also be repeated in the same fashion until becoming yet another,” “the music
would be of different lengths so that their repeated overlaps would produce a constantly
changing sonic landscape,” and “gradual and constant development within each
repetition” are appropriate not only for Wolf Rounds, but could be used to describe many
of the early works of Riley, Reich, and Glass. Even the title of the piece is a reference to
the “processes involved in composing the piece.” Wolf Rounds, a piece grounded in
repetition and process, serves not only as an example of the influence of minimalist
compositional techniques on music for wind ensemble, but also as an example of the
minimalist influence on one of the most celebrated composers of the late 20th and early
21st-century.
Homecoming, composed in 2008, is composer Alex Shapiro’s first work written
for wind ensemble. She describes it as “a distinctly American piece…that seamlessly
flows between traditional styles that originated in the U.S., from post-minimalist concert
music to jazz.”61 More specifically, Shapiro states:
The piece was composed to bring the audience on a journey from worrying and
concern, to hope, and finally to celebration. Homecoming begins with a chorus of
nothing but key clicks, representing the sound of rifles being handled. I crossfade
the key clicks with mallets playing repetitive fifths, placed away from the tonic, in
an attempt to bring a sense of unsettledness to the music. As hope takes hold, I
venture away from those minimalist textures into a warmer palette.62
Shapiro’s identification of “post-minimalist concert music” as a “traditional style” of
American music represents how far minimalism has come regarding its influence,
specifically on the generation of composers that has come after Young, Riley, Reich, and
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Glass. Her idea to develop “minimalist textures” through the “crossfade of the key clicks
with mallets playing repetitive fifths” creates a texture reminiscent of Reich’s phasing
process, which is only enhanced with the addition of repetitive rhythms and constant
pulse. Entrances are layered and while melodic patterns have specified duration, to the
listener, it sounds random. Shapiro has composed two additional pieces that she
describes as having been directly influenced by minimalism. Moment, composed in
2016, “uses an ostinato that is present throughout the piece,” as well as Rock Music, also
composed in 2016, which she describes as “by far, my most minimalist band work which
sets ambient, pitch less events against an A-flat drone.”63
Winner of the 2009 American Bandmasters Association’s Sousa/Ostwald Prize
(perhaps the most prestigious wind ensemble composition award) and the 2009 National
Bandmasters Association’s William D. Revelli Award,64 Aurora Awakes, composed in
2008, has become one of composer John Mackey’s most celebrated works for wind
ensemble. Based on an ostinato guitar figure from the U2 song, “Where The Streets
Have No Name,” Mackey was inspired to “write an entire piece that uses that little hint of
minimalism as its basis.”65 After a “very slow and free” section that begins the first third
of the piece, Mackey demonstrates the influence of both U2 and “that little hint of
minimalism” through the repetition of repetitive rhythmic figures, the constant pulse of
sixteenth notes, lack of extended melodic lines, and a bright, even tone throughout.
Also representative of the influence of minimalism is the first movement of
composer Brian Balmages’s “petite” symphony, Elements, composed in 2010. Balmages
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writes: “Air, the first movement has a minimalistic quality to it and the entire movement
develops around a four-note motif.”66 The four-note motif is repeated throughout the
entirety of the movement, creating a constant eighth note pulse, often reinforced by
repeated quarter notes, and an even rhythmic texture that demonstrates a “minimalistic
quality.”
At the time of the completion of this dissertation, the influence of minimalist
compositional techniques on music for wind ensemble remains ever-present. Composer
Jennifer Jolley exhibits many compositional influences of minimalism in her 2017 piece,
Lichtweg/Lightway. She writes about the piece:
I musically portray the rhythmic placement of red and blue light emanating from
this neon installation by creating a constant eighth-note ostinato that is heard
throughout the piece. Just as the panes of glass, mirrors, and aluminum sheets
refract and scatter the colorful neon light, this ostinato is diffused amongst the
different colors in the ensemble.67
The influence of Philip Glass’s compositional style is prevalent immediately in what
Jolley describes as the “constant eighth-note ostinato that is heard throughout the piece.”
This ostinato melody demonstrates similar qualities to that of the additive process most
synonymous with Glass’s melodies. This approach, along with additional compositional
techniques of Glass and elements of the techniques of Steve Reich, are prevalent
throughout Lichtweg/Lightway.
In the program notes for his 2017 piece Black Light, composer George Sweet
writes, “Black Light is written in a post-minimalist style and is also heavily influenced by
the work of American composers Steve Reich, John Adams, and Philip Glass.”68 Sweet’s
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“post-minimalist style” incorporates minimalist compositional techniques often found in
the music of Reich and Glass, such as constant pulse and repetitive rhythmic patterns that
create a bright, even texture and tone while still utilizing extended melodic lines in a
manner that is similar to the music of Adams.
Winner of the American Bandmasters Association Sousa/Ostwald Award in 2013
and 2015, composer Aaron Perrine has established himself as one of the leading
composers for wind ensemble of his generation. In discussing his early experiences with
minimalism, he states, “I became interested in the significance of the musical process, in
that once [the process is] created and allowed to develop, could be used to discover new
musical constructs that were slightly beyond the reach of the composer’s imagination.”69
Perrine has explored his fascination with “musical process” and “discovered new musical
constructs” in a multitude of his pieces. The compositions that he identifies as containing
minimalist influences include Pale Blue on Deep, composed in 2011, Temperance,
composed in 2016, and Child Moon, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, and It Has to be
Beautiful: Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Wind Ensemble, all three composed in
2018.70
The first years of the twenty-first-century have provided numerous works that
demonstrate the influence of minimalist compositional techniques and continue to expand
the vocabulary of the expressive musical language of the wind ensemble. What follows
is a detailed analysis of five significant works from this time period written for standard
or expanded wind ensemble, including Eric Whitacre’s Equus, Alex Shapiro’s
Homecoming, Michael Torke’s 2013 revision of Bliss, Jennifer Jolley’s
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Lichtweg/Lightway, and Aaron Perrine’s, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines. All five
works are representative of the influence of minimalistic compositional techniques on
music for wind ensemble from the 2000 until the present day.

Equus by Eric Whitacre
Composer, conductor, and speaker Eric Whitacre has developed into one of the
most popular living composers today, becoming a global ambassador for the art of music.
As a composer, his concert music has been performed by young amateur musicians to
professional orchestras. As a conductor, he has conducted choral and instrumental
concerts across the globe. As a speaker, he has addressed many Fortune 500 companies
including Apple and Google, and has given two mainstage TED Talks. Perhaps his
greatest claim to fame is the development of Virtual Choirs, uniting singers from over
110 different countries who record and upload themselves singing parts from his pieces
that are then synchronized into a single performance.71 In addition to a number of
transcriptions of his own choral and orchestral works, Whitacre has written five original
works for standard or expanded wind ensemble.
Commissioned in 1997 by conductor Gary Green (to whom the piece is dedicated)
for the University of Miami Wind Ensemble, Equus was premiered in March of 2000.
“The final result,” Whitacre writes, “is something that I call Dynamic Minimalism, which
basically means that I love to employ repetitive patterns as long as they don’t get
boring.72 Nearly twenty-five years earlier, John Adams was quoted expressing a similar
sentiment about the early minimalist works, stating “minimalism really can be a
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bore…but that highly polished, perfectly resonant sound is wonderful.”73 Despite this
backhanded compliment, author Timothy Johnson notes that “by embracing the textural,
harmonic, and rhythmic aspects of minimalism, Adams has adopted the minimalist
technique, but he has transcended the minimalist aesthetic and style through his
expansion of these features and through his frequent use of extended melodic lines.”74
Adams’s transcended approach to minimalist compositional techniques (Dynamic
Minimalism?) provides the most significant influence on Equus and serves as one of the
first examples of wind literature for standard or expanded wind ensemble that
demonstrates the influence of minimalism throughout the composition.
Marked at a tempo marking of half note = 108 BPM, Equus is set in C minor. In
the opening section, while the meter changes regularly, Whitacre establishes a constant,
driving quarter note pulse that remains ever-present throughout the piece. For the first
105 measures, that pulse is built around repetitions of the pitch C. While a repetitive
pulse dominates, Whitacre presents a melodic pattern in measure 6 that has an
asymmetrical rhythmic quality introduced in five-four meter (see Example 4.12). This
asymmetrical melodic pattern, which serves as motivic material for the principal theme,
is repeated seven times. After these repetitions, it is then presented in four-four meter as
part of the principal theme.
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EX. 4.12
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 6–7

Introduced at measure 14, the principal theme is based on melodic material
“consisting of only four pitches (C, D, E-flat, and F) over its fourteen measure duration,
rarely visits consecutive downbeats, and manages to skate over the pulse, seeming only to
skim its steady, rhythmic underpinning occasionally.”75 Similar to the works of Adams,
the principal theme is expanded in length, but Whitacre’s theme is still established in
minimalist principals. The extended melodic material is limited to four pitches and while
the rhythmic emphasis results in asymmetrical syncopated patterns, the accompaniment is
able to establish an even rhythmic texture and bright tone through the repetitive rhythmic
pattern of the constant quarter note pulse.
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In the following section, beginning at measure 33, Whitacre introduces an
ascending four note melodic pattern based on the same four pitches of the principal theme
(C, D, E-flat, and F or scale degrees 1-2-3-4) in the first and second trombone (see
Example 4.13). While the initial rhythm is irregular, by the fourth repetition of the
ascending melodic pattern the rhythm occurs on repeated quarter notes and continues to
do so for another nineteen repetitions until the next statement of the principal theme.

EX. 4.13
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 33–38

At measure 48, the same four-note ascending melodic pattern occurs in
diminution at the eighth note in the bassoons, harp, and eventually the alto saxophones
and trumpets (see Example 4.14). This creates a constant eighth note pulse that builds
intensity leading into the next statement of the principal theme at measure 57, played in
the first clarinet. The second and third clarinets, as well as the piano play repeated
quarter notes on the pitch C. The four-note ascending melodic pattern will return
repeatedly throughout Equus.
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EX. 4.14
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 48–49

Following the statement of the principal theme, Whitacre makes use of repetitive
scalar figures in the first clarinet in measures 72–90 and repetitive arpeggiated figures in
the piccolo, flutes, oboes, English horn, and clarinet in measures 106–25 (see Example
4.15). These figures are similar to the additive process most closely associated with the
music of Philip Glass. Rather than approaching this process similar to Glass by gradually
adding or subtracting notes to melodic figure,76 Whitacre approaches the process more
like Adams in Harmonielehre, where he “freely adds or subtracts notes in an
unpredictable manner.”77 In each instance, the accompaniment continues to play a
constant quarter-note pulse.
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EX. 4.15
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 106–108

At measure 141, Whitacre shifts keys to B-flat minor and introduces a new
repetitive rhythmic pattern comprised of three eighth note triplets followed by a quarter
note. While the melodic quality has slight variations depending on which scale degree
the pattern starts, the diatonic melodic pattern includes a stepwise ascending interval
followed by two stepwise descending intervals (see Example 4.16). Once presented, the
triplet melodic pattern plays a prominent role in measures 141–179, adding additional
textural layers in juxtaposition to statements of the principal theme at measure 160 and
again at measure 168 over the constant quarter note pulse.
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EX. 4.16
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 141–45 (saxophones representative of full ensemble)

At measure 178, Whitacre again shifts keys, this time to F minor, and presents
perhaps the most consistently minimalist episode found within Equus. In this section,
Whitacre introduces a melodic rhythmic pattern in the first clarinet made up of twelve
eighth note beats that is repeated twenty times. The same pattern is repeated twenty
times by the second clarinet, but displaced by one quarter note, and twenty times in the
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third clarinet, but displaced by two quarter notes (see Example 4.17). In the clarinets,
Whitacre introduces material that is reminiscent to the phasing process most effectively
utilized in the early works of Steve Reich, such as Violin Phase or Piano Phase. In doing
so, Whitacre creates a musical event similar to the early Reich pieces that theorist
Richard Cohn calls “prolongations,”78 creating textural density through the cloning of the
melodic pattern and shifting the starting position of the pattern in beat space.

EX. 4.17
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 178–179 (B-flat clarinets only)

Additional textural density is developed by incorporating the four-note ascending
melodic pattern (the F minor version of F, G, A-flat, and B-flat, matching the scale
degrees of the C minor version) repeated in eighth notes in the piano and a new six-note
melodic pattern repeated in quarter notes in the harp, both most reminiscent of the
additive melodies of Glass. At measure 182, Whitacre then introduces a new extended
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soaring melodic idea built on the same scale degrees as the four-note ascending melodic
pattern, written in whole notes and half notes, marked mezzo piano, and presented in the
first oboe. This melody is most similar to the extended melodies used by Adams.
In measure 190, Whitacre reintroduces the eighth note triplet melodic pattern.
This section builds to measure 205 and returns to the key of C minor. Here the alto
saxophones, trumpets, and horns present the extended melodic line first introduced by the
oboe, but now at fortissimo, accompanied by repetitions of the four-note ascending
melodic pattern (on the original pitches of C, D, E-flat, and F). All are reinforced by
pulsating quarter notes on the pitch C.
After further development of each of the aforementioned melodic patterns,
Whitacre presents an augmented version of the principal theme in measures 229–251,
again with the constant pulse of quarter notes on C. Beginning at measure 252 and
continuing to measure 279, Whitacre again presents the repetitive scalar and arpeggiated
figures heard previously at measures 72 and 106. However, this version of the figures is
also presented in an augmented form. Rather than eighth notes, the figures are played in
quarter notes in the piano, harp, and vibraphone. In addition to the augmented scalar and
arpeggiated figures, repetitions of the four-note ascending melodic pattern played in
eighth notes by the first flute, second flute, and marimba maintain the rhythmic drive (see
Example 4.18).
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EX. 4.18
Whitacre, Equus, mm. 252–54

The new presentation of these minimalist figures anticipates the next section,
which takes place from measures 280–95. In this new section, Whitacre incorporates a
similar process found in the aforementioned sections of measures 72–90 and 106–25,
with the repeated scalar and arpeggiated figures being played in eighth notes by the flutes
and clarinets. The difference from the similar previous sections is that the constant
quarter note accompaniment is absent with only the eighth notes providing pulse.
Eventually, there is a total absence of a constant pulse from measures 296–303, followed
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by a brief pause. Thus begins the coda of the piece79 and the return of the quarter-note
pulse at measure 304. The constant pulse of either quarter notes or eighth notes remains
intact and continued exploration of the aforementioned repeated melodic patterns take
place throughout the coda until the end of the piece. The final eight bars, marked molto
stringendo, subito piano, crescendo al fine, builds in energy in a way that is reminiscent
of the final eight bars of Adams’s Grand Pianola Music, both ending with blistering
rhythmic energy only to come to a complete stop on a full ensemble accented fortissimo
quarter note.
In addition to Whitacre’s adoption of Adams’s “transcended approach” to
minimalist techniques, their similarities in approach to instrumentation and orchestration
must also be noted. In his notes to Grand Pianola Music, Adams states that “despite the
heft of its instrumentation…Grand Pianola Music is, for the most part, a surprisingly
delicate piece.”80 This statement can be made about a number of Adams’s works for
large ensembles and the same is true for Equus. While both Adams and Whitacre are
able to tap into the power available in their chosen ensembles, precision and delicacy are
demanded throughout. Both composers explore the extremes of dynamics by writing
episodes that utilize pianissimo and instrumentation textures that resemble chamber
music. Other episodes are written at fortissimo, unleashing the full forces of ensemble
and exploring the extreme ranges of the chosen instruments. Naturally, everything in
between is also explored. This approach to instrumentation provides opportunity for an
expanded musical and expressive palette to create more effective moments of gentle
contemplation and forceful impact, while demanding that precision always supersedes
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volume. Whitacre follows Adams’s model, taking full advantage of these opportunities
throughout the entirety of Equus.

Homecoming by Alex Shapiro
Alex Shapiro, born in New York City in 1962, earned degrees from the Juilliard
School and Manhattan School of Music, where she studied with Ursula Mamlok and John
Corigliano. When she is not composing, she “can be found communing with the sea life”
that surrounds her home in Washington State’s San Juan Island, where she has lived since
2007. Since that time, she has become an active composer for wind ensemble.81 In
discussing the role of the modern artist, Shapiro states:
Artists are communicators, and the world of communication has changed
immensely in the past decade. Yet the way artists perceive themselves in the
world has been slow to adapt to the freedom and power we now possess. We’re
most likely to have a viable career with our art if we ignore some of the
paralyzing rules, paradigms, and myths from the past that are no longer relevant.82
Shapiro’s career supports this statement, as she has found success by utilizing unique
acoustic and electroacoustic techniques in her music such as pre-recorded audio
soundscapes, improvisational use of found rocks, and the crumbling and tearing of printer
paper.
In describing her first experience with minimalism, Shapiro states:
When I was coming of age in New York City in the 1970’s, Manhattan sported a
lot of alternative venues, and the downtown performance art scene was at a peak.
I first became aware of minimalism not only in the concert world with people like
Steve Reich, Philip Glass, Terry Riley, Louis [Andriessen], and La Monte Young,
Alex Shapiro, “Program Bio,” http://www.alexshapiro.org/ASProgrambios.html (2017), accessed 18
September 2017.
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but also in the jazz world, listening to live sets at clubs and to many albums on
which artists offered much more space between their notes than had ever come
before. I loved the openness and the freedom of these sounds.83
Her love of the “openness and freedom” found in the works of the minimalists and jazz
would directly influence her first work for wind ensemble. Commissioned by The United
States Army Training and Doctrine Command Band and premiered in 2008, Alex
Shapiro’s Homecoming is an example of wind literature for expanded wind ensemble that
demonstrates the influence of minimalist compositional techniques throughout,
specifically in regards to rhythm, texture, melody, harmony, and sound. Within the first
section of the piece, measures 1–100, Shapiro utilizes a number of compositional
techniques that demonstrate minimalist influence, particularly those of Steve Reich and
John Luther Adams.
The opening of Homecoming, measures 1–36, makes use of three melodic and
rhythmic patterns that set the foundation for the piece through the use of pitched
percussion, non-pitched percussion, and voice (provided by the instrumentalists).
Marked quarter note equals 132 or faster and written in four-four meter, Shapiro begins
the work with a five-bar rhythmic figure that is performed by the woodwinds, horns,
euphonium, and tuba through the clicking of their respective keys or valves (“the sound
of rifles”), creating the first textural layer (see Example 4.19). This figure will be
repeated a total of five times.
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EX. 4.19
Shapiro, Homecoming, Melodic Pattern #1

In measure 6, the second repetition of the first melodic pattern, Shapiro introduces
the second textural layer through a three-note melodic pattern that consists of a D-flat
moving up a major second to E-flat then down a perfect fourth to a B-flat. The figure
accompanies the word “Home,” and is sung by the trumpets, trombones, and percussion
(see Example 4.20). This five-bar melodic pattern, in contrast to the pulse driven key
clicks, has limited rhythmic motion, consisting of a whole note and two pairs of tied
whole notes. Much of the melodic and harmonic elements of the piece are derived from
this initial motive.

EX. 4.20
Shapiro, Homecoming, Melodic Pattern #2

At the third iteration of the first melodic pattern in measure 11, the entrance of the second
melodic pattern is delayed, or phased, by one measure, this time with the added harmonic
element of perfect fifths sounding below (or perfect fourths above) in similar motion of
the original melodic pattern. Additionally, the final note is extended by four tied whole
notes.
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At the fourth iteration of the first melodic pattern in measure 16, a third melodic
pattern is introduced in the mallet percussion (vibraphone and marimba) that utilizes the
same melodic and harmonic qualities of the second entrance of the second melodic
pattern. Instead of sustained sung whole notes, it is now played on the instruments,
creating an energized rhythmic drive and constant pulse through the use of repeated
eighth notes (see Example 4.21). The addition of sustained B-flat in the upper
vibraphone creates additional harmonic interest. The duration of the motive is extended
from five bars to seven and one-half bars. Two more similar iterations of this third
melodic pattern are provided by Shapiro, each shorter than the previous iteration (six and
one-half bars and five bars) and with slight rhythmic variation.

EX. 4.21
Shapiro, Homecoming, Melodic Pattern #3

When discussing minimalist composers and pieces that have directly, or perhaps
indirectly influenced her own compositional voice, Shapiro states:
John Luther Adams’s music resonates with me deeply. There is such authenticity
to his voice, and a genuine intent in what he’s creating. A piece like Become
Ocean, like any minimalist work, is one for which you have to be prepared and
willing to go on the journey, and when a listener is in the right head space to
allow these textures and chords to move glacially across her or his psyche, the
experience is transcendent.84
84
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In the next section, measures 36–78, marked “pensive,” Shapiro begins to explore a
soundscape that allows “textures and chords to move glacially.” For the first time in the
piece, wind instruments begin to play, reinforcing the “mallets playing repetitive fifths,
placed away from the tonic, in an attempt to bring a sense of unsettledness to the
music”85 through sustained long tones played by the bassoons, alto and tenor saxophones,
second horn, and third trombone. At measure 43, the meter is changed to five-four and
she introduces a fourth melodic pattern in the bass clarinet and second bassoon. This
melodic pattern can be identified as a rhythmic beat class set with a ten-beat cycle [0257],
remembering that the downbeat is 0, not 1, with the eighth note getting the beat (see
Example 4.22)

EX. 4.22
Shapiro, Homecoming, Melodic Pattern #4

After nine repetitions of the fourth melodic pattern, Shapiro reintroduces the
voices singing the text, “Home,” only this time on sustained pitches. The first iteration at
measure 53 holds the pitches B-flat and D-flat, entering at mezzo forte and with a
crescendo to forte. The second iteration at measure 58 holds pitches B-flat and E-flat,
entering at mezzo forte and with a crescendo to forte, followed by a decrescendo to mezzo
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piano. The third iteration at measure 61 holds the pitches B-flat and F, following the
same dynamic shape as the second iteration. In the same measure, repetitions of the
fourth melodic pattern return in the bass clarinet and second bassoon. In measure 65, on
the fifth repetition of the fourth melodic pattern, the guitar and third clarinet join, but
transposed up a perfect fifth. On the tenth repetition, the first clarinet joins transposed up
a perfect fifth from the guitar and third clarinet. In measure 72, repetitions of the fourth
melodic pattern cease and the voices return singing on the pitch B-flat, entering at mezzo
forte and with a crescendo to forte, followed by a decrescendo to mezzo piano. In
measure 75, another statement from the voices takes place, once again following the
same dynamic shape as the previous iteration. Throughout the entirety of this section, the
keyboard percussion maintains a constant eighth note pulse that is harmonically
reinforced by the saxophones, trumpets, horns, and trombones (who also provide
additional harmonic textural interest) while the flutes, oboes, euphonium, tuba, drum set,
keyboard, and electric bass provide the vocals. As the section has slowly developed, it
also slowly builds to the climactic moment of the entire first section at measure 79, with
all instruments and voices arriving to a full ensemble forte. This moment also serves as
the final time “Home” is sung, again on the pitch B-flat.
Measure 79 also serves as the beginning of the transition from “post-minimalist
concert music to jazz.”86 Melodically, the piccolo, flutes, marimba, and electric keyboard
introduce melodic motives that resemble short melodic patterns or fragments but do not
follow a specific pattern. Texturally, the constant eighth-note pulse remains present but
by measure 85, marked “striving,” rather than repeated eighth notes on the same pitch,

Shapiro, “Homecoming,” http://www.alexshapiro.org/Homecomingpg1.html (2008), accessed 24
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Shaprio begins to alternate intervals, ranging from minor seconds to perfect fourths. The
harmonic palette remains similar and is grounded in the electric keyboard, trumpets, and
bassoons. At measure 100, the entrance of the drum set signals the moment where
Shapiro “venture[s] away from those minimalist textures into a warmer palette…as hope
takes hold” and begins to explore the influence of the “openness and freedom” of the
jazz world. 87
Within the first section of Homecoming, Shapiro is able to create a soundscape
that embraces minimalist compositional techniques by creating an even rhythmic texture
through the use of a constant eighth-note pulse, a lack of extended melodic lines,
repetitive rhythmic patterns, and a slow developing, simple, consonant harmonic palette.

Bliss by Michael Torke
Born in Milwaukee on September 22, 1961, composer and pianist Michael
Torke “practically defined post-Minimalism.”88 Winner of composition prizes at the
Interlochen Academy in 1977 and 1978, he is a 1984 graduate of the Eastman School.
His principal composition teachers were Joseph Schwantner, Samuel Adler, Warren
Benson, Christopher Rouse, and Gunther Schuller. Torke began graduate study at
Yale but left in 1985 and moved to New York to pursue a composing career
unencumbered by academic affiliation.89 In 1986 he won a Rome Prize Fellowship
and signed a publishing agreement with Boosey & Hawkes. Torke was appointed
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Associate Composer of the Royal Scottish National Orchestra in 1998. In 2003, he
founded Ecstatic Records and acquired the rights to re-issue the Decca/Argo catalog of
his works.90 In describing his compositional approach, Torke states:
Imagine two extremes: striking a middle C on the piano three thousand times or
programming a computer’s random number generator to spit out unpredictable
pitches and rhythms. In the first case, there is such low information content, the
mind bores easily. In the second, there is such high information content, the brain
quickly fatigues. Somewhere between these two poles lies musical expression.
The job of a composer is to figure out where and how. As useless as we might
think a piece of music containing only middle C is, it nevertheless embodies a key
element that randomness does not have: structure. Without the application of
some kind of architectural cohesion to sound, very little could be communicated
or understood. Yet we find ourselves living in a culture where notions of “variety”
are championed. In the political realm we want to include people of all races,
ethnicities, classes, religions, genders, and sexualities. To exclude is to be
violently unjust. Artists seem to believe this all-inclusive mandate should carry
over into their work as well. Let’s welcome all styles! Let’s be eclectic! Let’s
paint a picture that combines everything! Because we live in such a diverse,
multi-cultural world, it seems that all music should be celebrated; tranches of
repertory spanning centuries, covering every style and practice, are all equally
valued these days. The only way a composer could hope to claim musical “real
estate” of his own is to develop a strong personal style, one that takes up space. I
believe this can be accomplished only by tightening the screws of architectural
cohesion and tethering the musical expression to as limited of means as possible.
Once that strategy has been established, unexpected freedom, caprice, and voice
can follow.91
As previously mentioned, Torke is the only composer whose “strong personal
style” has been identified as minimalist (or post-minimalist) who has embraced writing
for wind ensemble, and only relatively recently. While he wrote two works for wind
ensemble with selective instrumentation in the late 1980s, it was not until 2000 that he
fully embraced writing literature for the standard wind ensemble when he wrote Grand
Central Station, commissioned by the Goldman Memorial Band.92 His catalogue now
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includes five works for standard wind ensemble, three works for selective
instrumentation and four transcriptions, three by Torke himself.
Bliss, Variations on an Unchanging Rhythm, was commissioned by the College
Band Directors National Association and premiered at their national convention in
Minneapolis on March 29, 2003 by the Indiana University (Bloomington) Wind
Ensemble conducted by Doug Stotter. In 2013, Torke made extensive revisions to the
work, and this is now the only version Torke recognizes on his website or is available
through his publisher.93 Compared to the original version, the revision is three minutes
shorter in duration and is listed for wind ensemble rather than concert band. 94 The
revision is dedicated to the University of Kansas Wind Ensemble and their conductor,
Paul Popiel. When describing Bliss, Torke writes:
…a simple rhythm (4 eighth notes, rest, 1 eighth note, rest, 2 eighth notes, rest) is
the underpinning that we hear throughout. What changes is the melodies assigned
to these rhythmic values, and the harmonies that support them. With
percussionists tapping out the rhythm (including amplified clapping) the
accumulation becomes an ever-increasing celebration; a state of Bliss.95

In his notes for the recording, Concerto for Orchestra, Torke states the following
regarding the 2013 revision of Bliss:
As I see it, motivic limitation enhances listener attention, alertness, and
understanding and even generates excitement, as the piece travels through its
topography. A similar principle is at work in Bliss. Here, the clapping pattern
gives us the rhythm of all the melodies heard—melodies executed by almost
every instrument in the wind ensemble. Although grounded in that basic rhythm,
the notes of the unfolding melody are constantly changing, and the chords
harmonizing the melody are shifting as well. So we could say that the theme is the
rhythm and the development is the changes of melodic (and harmonic) line. We
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are used to thinking that themes are melodies, which are developed through
rhythmic applications. In Bliss, the opposite is true.96

Bliss is an example of wind literature for expanded wind ensemble that
demonstrates the influence of minimalistic compositional techniques throughout,
specifically in regards to texture, harmony, rhythm, and sound. As Torke describes, Bliss
is a single movement work that consists of a theme and five variations, followed by an
extensive coda. The internal form of each variation can be identified as the binary form
A B, with the A section comprised of four subsections of eight to twelve bars (depending
on variation) and the B section comprised of two subsections of sixteen to twenty-four
bars (also depending on variation), followed by a two-bar transition into the next
variation. Within this formal structure, Torke is able to explore the process of a theme
“grounded in [a] basic rhythm,” introducing two versions of that basic rhythmic pattern,
the first in the A section and the second in the B section of each variation.
Beginning in five-four meter with an asymmetrical three-plus-two pulse
structure (this constant feeling of five is present throughout), the rhythmic theme is
introduced immediately in the percussion, or “Clapping 1,” the performance indication is
“animated and full of character,” with a tempo of quarter note = 172. The theme can be
identified as a rhythmic beat class set with a ten-beat cycle [0135689] with the eighth
note getting the beat (see Example 4.23). The non-pitched rhythmic pattern serves as the
catalyst of the eleven-minute work. Torke presents it in a multitude of melodic and
harmonic variations, incorporating the jazz and popular music elements synonymous with
his own unique style. 97
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EX. 4.23
Torke, Bliss, Thematic beat-class set [0135689]

After introducing melodic and harmonic variants of this beat class set in the A
section of Variation 1, Torke begins the B section at measure 37 by augmenting the
melodic material on the rhythmic theme presented in the saxophones at measure 29. He
utilizes the same beat class set introduced in the original theme, this time with the fifth
and sixth clarinets, first and second bass clarinets, trumpets, and trombones playing the
melodic material. However, here the quarter note gets the beat (see Example 4.24).

EX. 4.24
Torke, Bliss, Augmented thematic beat-class set [0135689]

Torke has altered the time signature from five-four to alternating bars of three-two
and two-two, mirroring the asymmetrical pulse structure of the original five-four meter.
This augmented version is juxtaposed over repetitions of the original rhythmic theme,
which is now accented in the new meter structure in a way that maintains the integrity of
previous presentations of the theme. Therefore, beginning at measure 37, for every
singular statement of the augmented rhythmic theme, there are two statements of the
original rhythmic theme. (See Example 4.25). This continues until measure 63, where
Torke returns to five-four meter for a two-bar transition from the end of Variation 1 into
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Variation 2, which begins at measure 65. Torke utilizes this compositional approach to
rhythm, texture, and formal structure in Variation 2, Variation 3, and Variation 4.

EX. 4.25
Torke, Bliss, Juxtaposition of original and augmented beat-class sets

In Variation 5, which begins in measure 273, Torke changes the formal structure
in the A section of this variation from that of the previous four variations. After
introducing a new melodic approach to the rhythmic theme in the first subsection, he
quickly shifts into the alternating three-two, two-two metrical structure in measure 281 in
the second subsection, which until this point has only been utilized in the B section. Here
Torke again presents the augmented beat-class set in the flutes, English horn, bassoons,
clarinets, bass clarinets, and first alto saxophone. However, this time it is not based on
previous melodic material. While it still functions as the beat-class-set of [0135689],
Torke has eliminated any rests from the figure, creating a more lyrical and less
punctuated musical interpretation of the rhythmic theme. Additionally, this creates an
even more stark juxtaposition to the original beat-class set, this time presented by the
oboe, soprano sax, and first and second trumpets (see Example 4.26).
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EX. 4.26
Torke, Bliss, New rhythmic notation for augmented beat-class set

This approach lasts for only six measures before Torke returns to five-four meter
in the third subsection, and he continues this same rhythmic and formal approach in the
fourth subsection in measures 293–98, returning to five-four at measure 299. At the B
section of Variation 5, measure 313, Torke follows a plan similar to those of the B
sections of the previous variations, augmenting the melodic material presented in the
final subsection of the A section of Variation 5. The melodic material of this final
subsection is presented in a measure by measure call-response pattern. The third and
fourth clarinets and saxophones present the call. The first and second flute, oboes, and
first and second clarinets reply with the response. In the augmented presentation in the B
section, the fifth and sixth clarinets, bass clarinets, trumpets, and trombones play the call.
The alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones, horns, euphoniums, tubas, timpani, and string
bass play the response.
In the coda, which begins at measure 349, Torke introduces a new process that is
reminiscent of the phasing process most effectively utilized in the early works of Steve
Reich, such as Clapping Music (the relationship to Clapping Music cannot be
unintentional considering Torke’s use of hand clapping throughout Bliss) or Piano Phase.
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By incorporating phasing, Torke makes use of what theorist Richard Cohn calls
prolongation regions.98
Beginning at measure 356, Torke creates a prolongation region by creating a
clone of the thematic rhythm. However, the difference between what Torke does here in
Bliss and Reich’s approach is that Torke does not phase through all nine potential
prolongation regions, as he does not make use of every potential rhythmic transposition at
his disposal. By examining each of these potential rhythmic transpositions (see Example
4.27), it will allow a better understanding of the compositional choice Torke made when
creating his chosen prolongation region in the coda of Bliss.

EX. 4.27
Potential transposed rhythms for Bliss
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The first pattern in Example 4.27 is the thematic rhythm pattern of [0135689] in
its original position, or T0. The second pattern is the same rhythm displaced, or
transposed, forward by nine beats, or T9. The remaining patterns are all the potential
transposed patterns of the rhythmic theme (T8, T7, T6, etc.) that could have been utilized
in Bliss. Torke makes use of only transposed rhythm T2. The resulting prolongation
region created by this canon can be labeled as T0,2. This prolongation region begins at
measure 357, with the first two bars utilizing only T0, then introducing the prolongation
region T0,2 in measure 359. In total, this creates an eight measure section. In the first
introduction of T2, Torke incorporates a quarter rest in place of the first two eighth notes
(see example 4.28).

EX. 4.28
Torke, Bliss, Prolongation Region T0,2, mm. 359–360

This same eight bar formal structure is repeated again at measures 365 and
measure 373, with variations in melody and harmony. Torke’s use of T0,2 in the coda
creates a new intensity through the textural density and rhythmic interest as a result of the
prolongation region, adding another layer of musical interest that sets up the conclusion
of Bliss. The entirety of the formal structure is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Summary of formal structure for Bliss
Section

Measure

Meter

Event

Theme

1–4

5/4

Introduction of theme [0135689]

Variation 1

5–36

5/4

A: Theme [0135689]

37–62

3/2 + 2/2

B: Augmented theme juxtaposed over
original theme

63–64

5/4

Transition

65–96

5/4

A: Theme [0135689]

97–122

3/2 + 2/2

B: Augmented theme juxtaposed over
original theme

123–124

5/4

Transition

125–168

5/4

A: Theme [0135689]

169–202

3/2 + 2/2

B: Augmented theme juxtaposed over
original theme

203–204

5/4

Transition

205–236

5/4

A: Theme [0135689]

237–270

3/2 + 2/2

B: Augmented theme juxtaposed over
original theme

271–272

5/4

Transition

273–280

5/4

A: Theme [0135689]

280–285

3/2 + 2/2

Augmented theme (new notation)
juxtaposed over original theme

286–292

5/4

Theme [0135689]

293–298

3/2 + 2/2

Augmented theme (new notation)
juxtaposed over original theme

Variation 2

Variation 3

Variation 4

Variation 5
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Table 2, continued
Section

Measure

Meter

Event

Variation 5
(continued)

299–312

5/4

Theme [0135689]

313–336

3/2 + 2/2

B: Augmented theme (original notation)
juxtaposed over theme

337–348

5/4

Transition

349–356

3/2 + 2/2

Augmented theme juxtaposed over
theme

357–380

5/4

Prolongation region of [0135689] at T0,2

381–404

3/2 + 2/2

Augmented theme juxtaposed over
theme

405–409

5/4

Theme [0135689]

Coda

In Bliss, Torke demonstrates the influence of minimalist compositional techniques
in regards to form and process, texture, harmony, rhythm, and sound, while continuing to
embrace the melodic and harmonic style for which he is known. First, by basing the
piece on a singular rhythmic theme, augmenting the theme and juxtaposing it over the
original theme, and utilizing elements of the phasing process to incorporate the
prolongation region of [0135689] at T0,2, Torke creates a texturally dense piece. This
texture is reinforced by the constant pulse throughout. Second, the choice of diatonicism
creates consonant chordal qualities. Third, Torke creates a work that has steady pulse on
a repeated rhythmic figure, establishing a rhythmic drive that remains constant
throughout the piece. Lastly, as Torke states, “motivic limitation enhances listener
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attention, alertness, and understanding and even generates excitement.”99 The entire
concept of Bliss is based on this minimalist compositional approach.

Lichtweg/Lightway by Jennifer Jolley
Born in 1981, composer Jennifer Jolley earned degrees from the University of
Southern California and the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, where she
studied with Stephen Hartke, Frank Ticheli, Michael Fiday, Joel Hoffman, and Douglas
Knehans. Jolley serves on the faculty at Texas Tech University as well as the Interlochen
Arts Camps, and is committed to removing the taboo around failure for her students, a
subject she discusses in detail through her successful blog, “Why Compose When You
Can Blog?”100
Commissioned by the Georgia Tech Concert Band and their director, Ting
Choawen, Lichtweg/Lightway was premiered in 2017. When discussing the piece, Jolley
writes:
Lichtweg/Lightway is a wind ensemble piece based on Keith Sonnier’s light
installation in Connecting Level 03 in Terminal 1 at the Munich Airport. Bright
fluorescent neon lights line the walls of a typical airport walkway to both guide
travelers to where they are going and to help them cope with the stress of being in
transit. In this piece I musically portray the rhythmic placement of red and blue
light emanating from this neon installation by creating a constant eighth-note
ostinato that is heard throughout the piece. Just as the panes of glass, mirrors, and
aluminum sheets refract and scatter the colorful neon light, this ostinato is
diffused amongst the different colors in the ensemble.101
Lichtweg/Lightway is an example of wind literature for standard wind ensemble
that demonstrates the influence of minimalistic compositional techniques throughout,
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specifically regarding form and process, melody, texture, harmony, rhythm, and sound.
The music and compositional techniques of Phillip Glass and Steve Reich provide the
most significant influence on Jolley’s composition.
Formally, Jolley “incorporates gradual processes in [her] work.”102
Lichtweg/Lightway, cast in a five-part arch form of A B C B A, is a single movement
piece lasting approximately six minutes. Like Bliss, Jolley’s choice of formal structure
allows her to explore three specific processes. In the A sections, she presents her
“melodic ostinato.” She creates textural and timbre interest by varying what instruments
are playing the ostinato, as well as incorporating various harmonic drones. In the B
sections, the melodic ostinato still provides the central material. However, Jolley breaks
up the melodic ostinato into eight separate melodic patterns, allowing for new exploration
of her melody. In the C section, she introduces new melodic ostinati based on three short
melodic patterns, one a five-note pattern, one a seven-note pattern, and one a three-note
pattern. All sections remain connected through Jolley’s use of a constant eight-note
pulse.
Melodically, the influence of Glass’s compositional style is quickly identified in
what Jolley describes as the “constant eighth-note ostinato that is heard throughout the
piece.” This ostinato melody demonstrates similar qualities to that of the additive process
most associated with Glass’s melodies. Author (and composer) Michael Nyman
discusses Glass’s use of the additive process as follows:
All Glass’s ensemble pieces are based on [the] additive rhythm process which is
applied to the melodic lines which provide the continuity of the music, in an
unending flow of regular [eighth-notes]. The opening of each piece establishes a
melodic unit, which is repeated…The next unit is literally a simple melodic
extension of the previous one, a process which is repeated throughout the piece,
102
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though subtraction may also be used. For instance, in Music in Fifths (1969) a
sequence begins with a simple diatonic 8-note rising and falling five-finger
exercise; the next figure repeats the first two notes (making a 10-note figure), then
the (original) 5th and 6th are added again (12-note)…So that by the end of the
sequence the original 8-tone figure has grown – without the addition of any new
pitches – into a 26-note melody…a process of regular temporal shifts in a
constant pattern of movement.103
While Jolley’s ostinato melody is not a true additive melody, there is no doubt
that the aesthetic quality is strikingly similar to the additive melodies of Glass as
described above by Nyman. The obvious difference is that Jolley’s melody does not
develop through the completion of melodic extension or subtraction as demonstrated by
Glass in Music in Fifths. However, Jolley’s melody is structured as if it were the result of
an additive experience or process, a point that will become clearer with a close
comparison to a singular melodic pattern from Music in Fifths with Jolley’s ostinato
melody.
The eighteenth melodic pattern in Glass’s Music in Fifths serves as an appropriate
summary of all of the melodic patterns within the piece, as it is representative of the
melodic and rhythmic characteristics utilized in multiple melodic patterns explored by
Glass through the additive process. Written in F Dorian and to be performed “fast,
steady” at quarter note = 172, Music in Fifths does not have a designated meter. Instead,
each melodic pattern is beamed in groupings of two, three, or four eighth notes. As the
title suggests, there are two parts that play continuously at parallel fifths. In the lower of
the two voices, the beaming of the ascending lines begins on the lowest note of the figure,
which is the tonic. For descending lines, the beaming begins on the highest note of the

103

Nyman, Experimental Music, 127–128.
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figure, which is the dominant. The upper voice, written up a fifth and moving in parallel
motion, follows this pattern. The motion is similar within each beaming. When leaps do
occur, they happen when moving from one beaming to the next. The contour of each line
moves upward until reaching the dominant pitch. Once it has reached the dominant, it
then begins to descend back to tonic. At no point does the melodic pattern move beyond
the interval of a fifth, which in the lower voice is F to C and in the upper voice is C to G.
The sequence of the eighteenth melodic pattern by scale degree is as follows (commas
represent beaming): 1-2, 1-2-3, 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4, 5-4, 5-4-3, 5-4-3-2 (see example 4.29).

EX. 4.29
Glass, Music in Fifths, Melody 18

Similar to Glass’s melody, Jolley’s ostinato melody is also written in the Dorian
mode, specifically C Dorian as opposed to F Dorian, and is marked to be played like a
“fast moving walkway” at quarter note equals 156. While notated in a variety of meters,
Jolley beams her patterns in groupings of two, three, and four eighth notes. She also adds
an additional grouping of six. For the ascending lines, the beaming also begins on the
lowest note of the figure, which is the tonic, or C. For descending lines, the beaming
most often begins on the highest note of the figure which, unlike the Glass example,
varies between the submediant (A) and the subtonic (B-flat). The contour of the melodic
ostinato also moves in similar motion, although Jolley does include some leaps, most
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commonly the leap of a minor third. The sequence of Jolley’s melodic ostinato by scale
degree is as follows (commas represent beaming): 1-3, 1-3, 1-3-4-5, 1-3, 1-3-4-5-7-8, 13, 1-3, 1-3-4-5, 7-5, 7-6-5, 1-3, 1-3-4-5, 1-3, 1-3-4-5, 4-8, 1-3, 1-3-4-5-7-8, 6-7-6, 5-4-3-2
(see example 4.30).

EX. 4.30
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, “Melodic ostinato” (Time signatures omitted)

While there are some differences, there are clear similarities between melodies of Glass
and Jolley in process and contour, as well as in the many repetitions of the melody
throughout the piece. This ostinato melody is present and repeated a total of twelve times
throughout the A sections of the piece.
Jolley continues to repeat the melody in the B sections. However, she utilizes a
different process by breaking up the melodic ostinato into eight separate melodic patterns
(see Table 3). In comparison to the original melodic ostinato, each pattern is separated
by measure.
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Table 3
Melodic ostinato patterns utilized in the B section of Lichtweg/Lightway

Melodic Pattern Number

Fragment by Scale Degrees

Pattern 1

1-3, 1-3-4-5

Pattern 2

1-3, 1-3-4-5-7-8

Pattern 3

1-3, 1-3, 1-3-4-5

Pattern 4

7-5, 7-6-5

Pattern 5

1-3, 1-3-4-5

Pattern 6

1-3, 1-3-4-5, 4-8

Pattern 7

1-3, 1-3-4-5-7-8

Pattern 8

6-7-6, 5-4-3-2

At the beginning of the B section, measure 73, Jolley scores each pattern
individually in seven separate voices (Flute 1, Flute 2, Oboe 1, Oboe 2, Clarinet 1,
Clarinet 2, and Clarinet 3). Each voice states the pattern once every three bars in the
order listed previously. The entrance of each voice is displaced by two eighth notes.
The last note of the melodic pattern is held until the statement of the next melodic
pattern, creating a cascading musical effect and greater textural density within the B
section as compared to the A section (see Example 4.31).
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EX. 4.31
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, mm. 73–79

Each melodic pattern is stated only once by each instrument before moving to the next
pattern and is reinforced by a pedal point repeated on eighth-notes on the pitch C,
alternated between the marimba and vibraphone. The only exception to this rule is
Pattern 8, which is repeated four times, first within two measures, then two statements of
three measures, and a final statement of six measures.
In the C section of Lichtweg/Lightway, Jolley introduces a second melodic
ostinato, this time based in the D Dorian mode that consists of three melodic patterns.
The first pattern is a five-note ascending motive that arpeggiates a D minor ninth chord,
with a sequence 1-3-5-7-2. The second pattern is a seven-note pattern that is an additive
melodic extension from the five-note pattern, arpeggiating the same D minor ninth chord,
only with an additional repetition of the first two notes, with a sequence of 1-3-1-3-5-7-2.
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The third pattern is a three-note motive based on scale degree 1-5-7, with a descending
perfect fourth from tonic to dominant then an ascending minor third to the subtonic (see
example 4.32)

EX. 4.32
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, Melodic patterns from the C section

In the C section, Jolley first repeats the five-note pattern six times in counterpoint
with the seven-note pattern, which is repeated four times. This is followed by eight
repetitions of three-note pattern. This entire process takes place over eight measures in
four-four meter, which is repeated an additional three times for a total of four repetitions.
Jolley then repeats the three-note pattern a total of 112 times over forty-one measures of
four-four until the repeat of the B section begins at measure 182.
Additionally, in the C Section, Jolley (much like Torke in Bliss) utilizes
techniques reminiscent of the phasing process of Steve Reich and creates her own
prolongation region. Also like Torke, Jolley does not phase through all of the potential
prolongation regions because she does not make use of each of the potential rhythmic
transpositions at her disposal (see Example 4.33).

EX. 4.33
Potential transposed rhythms for three-note melodic pattern from Lichtweg/Lightway
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Similar to the analysis of Bliss, the first pattern in Example 4.33 represents the
melodic pattern in its original position, or T0. The second pattern is the same rhythm
displaced, or transposed, forward by two beats, identified as T2. Like Torke, Jolley
makes use of only a single transposed rhythm, T2. The resulting prolongation region
created by this canon for the three-note melodic patterns is T0,2 (see Example 4.34).

EX. 4.34
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, Prolongation region T0,2

While Jolley does not phase through each potential prolongation region for this
melodic pattern, she does phase between the three-note pattern prolongation region and
the counterpoint of the five-note and seven-note pattern, creating moments reminiscent of
phase-shifting progressions, “in which one of the voices accelerates and actually effects
the phase shifting.”104 While the voices never actually accelerate, the four eighth-note
process between the counterpoint and three-note melodic pattern, or vice versa, functions
as a phase-shifting progression (see Example 4.35 and Example 4.36).

104

Miguel A Roig-Francolí, Understanding Post-Tonal Music (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2007), 326.
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EX. 4.35
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, Phase-shifting progression, counterpoint to three-note
prolongation region, mm. 110–12

EX. 4.36
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, Phase-shifting progression, three-note prolongation region to
counterpoint, mm. 118–19

Harmonically, Jolley has much in common with other minimalists, specifically
diatonicism and slow harmonic development. As mentioned earlier, the original melodic
ostinato is based on the C Dorian mode. Additional textual interest in the A sections is
created only through harmonic drones in the brass, all entering at a mezzo forte and
subsiding to a piano. The drones are comprised of chords constructed from the notes of
the C Dorian mode, including a C minor triad, C minor seventh chord, C minor ninth
chord, C minor thirteenth, and a D minor eleventh chord. In the a1 section, the only
chord used is the C minor triad in root position while the a2 section makes use of each of
the aforementioned chords. In the B section, harmonic interest is limited, resulting from
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the counterpoint of the cascading entrances of each melodic pattern, with each three-bar
section ending on the sustained unisons in the woodwinds against the pedal point C in the
keyboard percussion.
In the C section, while there is no change in key signature, Jolley shifts the
tonality up a whole step to D Dorian mode. As in the previous sections, she creates
harmonic drones comprised of notes from the mode. However, the harmonic motion is
juxtaposed with the counterpoint of the C section melodic patterns by having the
instruments that play the drones articulate the rhythm of quarter-note-triplets, creating
additional textural density. Another nuanced change to the harmonic drones of the C
section is that the figures enter at piano, then crescendo, reaching the peak of forte at the
beginning of the second bar, and decrescendo to pianissimo at the end of the figure (see
example 4.37).
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EX. 4.37
Jolley, Lichtweg/Lightway, mm. 119–22
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As previously stated, the defining characteristic of minimalist music is that of a
steady pulse on a repeated rhythmic figure. In Lichtweg/Lightway, Jolley elaborates upon
that aspect through her use of various Glass-like melodic eighth-note ostinatos that create
a constant eighth-note pulse throughout the entirety of the piece. She creates textural
density through the use of a constant eighth-note pulse throughout. Her use of processes
that include layering the entrances of the melodic patterns, as well as additive
counterpoint and the phasing techniques of Reich reinforce the density of the texture.
Jolley’s formal process utilized in Lichtweg/Lightway to gradually develop these
minimalist compositional techniques is summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4
Summary of formal structure for Lichtweg/Lightway
Section

Subsection

Tonality

Measure

Event

A

a1

C Dorian

1–24

Melodic ostinato presented in various
winds and keyboard percussion,
harmonic drones in brass

25–72

Melodic ostinato presented in
keyboard percussion, harmonic drones
in brass

73–107

Melodic Ostinato broken up into
melodic patterns

108–140

Introduction of new five-note, sevennote, and three-note melodic patterns
in keyboard percussion, harmonic
drones in woodwinds and brass

140–182

Repetition of three-note pattern in
keyboard percussion, harmonic drones
in woodwinds and brass

183–216

Melodic Ostinato broken up into
melodic patterns

217–241

Melodic ostinato presented in various
winds and keyboard percussion,
harmonic drones in brass

a2

B

C

c1

c2

B

A

a1

D Dorian
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In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines by Aaron Perrine
Composer and son of a high school band director, Aaron Perrine, was born in
1979. He burst onto the scene when his second work for wind ensemble, Pale Blue on
Deep, was named the American Bandmasters Association Sousa/Ostwald Award winner
in 2013. He would earn this honor a second time in 2015 for his work, Only Light.105
Perrine earned degrees from the University of Iowa, the University of Minnesota, and the
University of Minnesota-Morris. Currently, he divides his time serving on the faculty at
Cornell College in Iowa and composing at his home in Aitkin, Minnesota.106
Perrine’s music demonstrates a fascination with textures and timbres; these are
aspects, he admits, that “I think about all the time in my music.”107 Perrine’s fascination
is on full display in In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, and serves as another example of
wind literature for standard wind ensemble that demonstrates the influence of minimalist
compositional techniques throughout, specifically regarding form and process, melody,
texture, harmony, rhythm, and sound. The piece was commissioned by the Phi Beta Mu
Band Fraternity for the 2018 North Dakota All-State Band conducted by Emily Threinen
and premiered the same year. Discussing the minimalist elements he worked to employ
in In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Perrine states:
The subtle changes (both in harmony and rhythmic emphasis) along with the
pulsating, overlapping textures in the winds are likely the most obvious
minimalistic elements in the work. Further, the idea of first creating a soundscape
and later pulling melodic fragments out of it was at the forefront of my thoughts
when writing. While the musical structures I used were composed intuitively,
there was a sense of “needing to let the music unfold” present throughout the
process.108
“Sousa/ABA/Ostwald Contest,” http://www.americanbandmasters.org/sousa-aba-ostwald-contest/
(2018), accessed 25 June 2018.
106
Aaron Perrine, “About,” https://aaronperrine.com/about/ (2018), accessed 19 June 2018.
107
Aaron Perrine, personal text message, 11 February 2018.
108
Aaron Perrine, personal email, 2 July 2018.
105
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Perrine has also stated that, of the composers associated with minimalism, he is
most drawn to the music and compositional techniques of the Steve Reich.109 Perrine’s
affinity for Reich, demonstrated through his use of “subtle changes (both in harmony and
rhythmic emphasis) along with the pulsating, overlapping textures,” provides the most
significant influence on In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines. Specifically, this influence
is present in measures 1–22, 46–64, and 91–end. For the purposes of this dissertation,
only measures 1–21 will be examined in detail, which covers the first one minute and
twenty seconds of the six-minute piece, followed by a more general examination of the
piece in its entirety.
Written in four-four meter with a tempo marking of quarter note = 66 BPM, In the
Open Air, In the Silent Lines is set in F minor in its natural form (Aeolian mode). Perrine
chooses to limit himself to the notes of this scale exclusively, without alteration
throughout the entirety of the piece. He explores various ways to use these pitches in his
approach to melody, harmony, texture, and timbre.
Melodically, like many other pieces that have been examined in this study, the
first section of In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines is without extended melodic lines.
Instead, Perrine incorporates a variety of melodic and rhythmic patterns. The most
melodic of the patterns is presented immediately by the harp, piano, and vibraphone.
This rising and falling pattern presented over the duration of eight sixteenth notes, where
the fifth note serves as the peak of the line, recalls the additive melodies of Glass without
actually going through the additive process described previously.110 The melodic pattern
stays constant without alteration and is present throughout the entirety of the section,

109
110

Aaron Perrine, personal conversation, 18 June 2018.
See Chapter 4, pages 99–100.
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totaling forty-two repetitions. The sequence of this pattern is 1-3-4-5-7-5-4-3 (see
example 4.38).

EX. 4.38
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #1

The second melodic pattern takes place in the harp, piano, and marimba. Similar
to the first pattern, it is also a pattern presented over the duration of eight sixteenth notes.
However, there are several notable differences. First, this pattern is a descending and
ascending line, therefore making the fifth note the lowest point and creating counterpoint
with the first melodic pattern. Second, the fourth note is a sixteenth-note rest. Lastly, the
pattern is always followed by a quarter rest. The initial sequence of this pattern is 7-5-3R-1-3-5-7, arpeggiating an F minor seventh chord (see example 4.39). While the rhythm
of this pattern always remains the same, Perrine does present five pitch alterations of this
melodic pattern in the repetitions, but never changes the contour of the line (see Table 5).
These subtle changes are relatively unnoticed to the listener. Here, Perrine is able to
capture the nuance of imperceptible change, a characteristic so often found in minimalist
music. Like the first melodic pattern, this melodic pattern stays constant (with the
aforementioned pitch alterations), and is present throughout the entirety of the section,
totaling twenty-seven repetitions.
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EX. 4.39
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #2

Table 5
Pitch alterations to melodic pattern #2 in In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines

Melodic Pattern #2

Pattern in Scale Degrees

Original Pattern

7-5-3-R-1-3-5-7

Alteration 1

7-5-3-R-2-3-5-7

Alteration 2

7-5-3-R-4-5-6-7

Alteration 3

7-6-5-R-4-5-6-7

Alteration 4

7-5-3-R-7-3-4-5

Alteration 5

5-4-3-R-6-3-4-5

The first two melodic patterns are dynamically marked at mezzo forte throughout
the first section In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines. The static instrumentation, limited
dynamic contrast, and constant sixteenth note pulse creates a textural layer of density that
Perrine uses as the foundation of measures 1–21.
Building on the foundational texture he created, Perrine also provides an
additional six melodic patterns that work their way in and out of the foundational texture
through the use of crescendo and decrescendo, with the dynamics of the patterns ranging
from pianissimo to forte. Of the new patterns, the one that adds the most textural density
is a four-bar figure of repeated sixteenth notes simultaneously sounding the pitches G, A-
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flat, B-flat, and E-flat. This pattern is played three separate times by the flutes, second
clarinet, and third clarinet in measures 1–4, 6–9, and 11–15. Each time the pattern is
played, it enters at pianissimo, crescendos two bars to forte, and decrescendos back to
pianissimo (see example 4.40). The use of the figure is similar to a musical gesture
employed numerous times by Steve Reich in Music for 18 Musicians. In his work, Reich
has the bass clarinets, voices, violin, and violas play repeated eighth notes that crescendo
in and diminuendo out of the texture already created by the constant eighth note pulse
being performed by the marimbas and pianos. While Music for 18 Musicians is marked at
quarter note equals 204–10 and In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines is marked at quarter
note = 66, Perrine’s choice of constant sixteenth notes as opposed to Reich’s choice of
constant eighth notes creates a similar musical aesthetic and rhythmic drive.

EX. 4.40
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #3

The remaining melodic patterns in the opening section of In the Open Air, In the
Silent Lines are based on the interval of a second. The first is based on the rhythmic
motive of short-long, utilizing the interval of an ascending major second and the rhythmic
figure of a sixteenth note followed by an eighth note. This pattern is repeated eleven
times over two measures, with the final note held the length of a whole note. Similar to
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the previous figure, this pattern enters at piano, crescendos, reaching the peak of forte at
the beginning of the second bar, and disappears to niente at the end of the figure (see
example 4.41). To add additional texture, Perrine layers the entrances of this pattern,
with the tenor saxophone and bassoon entering on beat one of the first measure, the
second alto saxophone entering on beat three of the first measure (transposed up a major
second from the original pattern), and the first saxophone entering on beat one of the
second measure (transposed up a major sixth from the original pattern). This process is
repeated again beginning in measure 14, only without the bassoon.

EX. 4.41
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #4

At measure 7 there is the introduction of the second melodic pattern based on the interval
of a second. This time the pattern is introduced in the first clarinet, again at the interval
of an ascending second, this time a minor second, moving at the equal rhythmic value of
eighth-note triplets (see example 4.42). This pattern is repeated again in measure 13,
only transposed at the interval of a perfect fifth and inverted, creating a descending major
second.

EX. 4.42
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #5
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At measure 13 there is the introduction of two additional melodic patterns that
incorporate the interval of a descending second (one at a major second, one at a minor
second) as opposed to the ascending second. Each pattern is introduced at equal
rhythmic values, but at different rhythmic durations. In the first trombone, there is the
pattern of a descending major-second but notated in quarter-note triplets (see example
4.43). In the second trombone, there is a pattern of the descending minor second, but
notated at the rhythmic value of the eighth note (see example 4.44). Additionally, there is
a descending minor-third pattern in the third trombone with the rhythmic value of a
sixteenth note followed by a dotted eighth note tied to a quarter note (see example 4.45).
Each of these patterns takes place during the third repetition of Melodic Pattern #3 and
Melodic Pattern #4, creating the thickest layer of textural density in this opening section.
While Perrine’s melodic patterns begin on different pitches, they are all connected to the
F natural minor scale (Aeolian mode) in the successful attempt to create textural density.

EX. 4.43
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #6

EX. 4.44
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #7
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EX. 4.45
Perrine, In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, Melodic pattern #8

Perrine is also able to add textural interest in his use of what he calls sound
“clouds.”111 He regularly introduces sustained tones in chord clusters using the notes of
the F natural minor (Aeolian mode), always with some version of dynamic shape. The
desired shapes are either a crescendo follow by a decrescendo, a forte entrance that
diminishes to a niente, or a piano entrance that grows to a mezzo forte or forte peak and
does the same. At times these notes are presented in a single voice, creating a more
melodic quality. Other times, the “cloud” is presented in multiple forces. Sometimes the
aforementioned possibilities meld into each other, emphasizing Perrine’s fascination with
texture and timbre. This approach results in a lush, rich harmonic language that adds
textual body to the first twenty-one measures of In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines that
will permeate the entire piece.
In the second section of the In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines, measures 22–45,
Perrine explores more extended melodic material. In the third section, measures 46–64,
he reintroduces many of the melodic patterns, including the foundational first and second
melodic pattern, variations of the Reich-like third melodic pattern (this time initially
presented in the horns), and the fourth melodic pattern, as well as techniques regarding
sound “clouds” that were explored in the first section. All of this is combined with the
newly developed melodic material from the second section. In the fourth section,

111

Perrine, personal conversation, 21 June 2018.
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measure 64–90, Perrine builds on the melodic material of the second section to lead to the
angst filled climax of the piece at measure 74. In the final five bars, measure 91–95, he
returns to the two foundational melodic patterns introduced in the harp, piano, vibraphone
and marimba in the very beginning of the first section, this time dynamically marked at
mezzo piano. After six repetitions of the first melodic pattern and three full repetitions of
the second melodic pattern, the piece ends with three solitary half-note F’s, each marked
dynamically softer than the previous. The minimalist qualities of the piece serve a
prominent role as the lynchpin for continuity throughout In the Open Air, In the Silent
Lines by being present in the first, third, and final sections of the piece. A condensed
overview of the formal structure of In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines is provided in
Table 6.
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Table 6
Overview of the formal structure for In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines
Section

Tonality

Measure

Event

1

F Aeolian

1–21

Eight minimalistic melodic patterns, as well as
sound clouds, presented in various winds, brass, and
keyboard percussion

2

22–45

Exploration of new melodic material

3

46–63

Minimalistic patterns and clouds combined with
newly development melodic material from section
two

4

64–90

Continued melodic exploration of material from
section two, climax of piece

Coda

91–95

Foundational melodic patterns
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
The compositional techniques utilized by composers who are associated with the
musical style identified as minimalism have had significant influence on literature written
for wind ensemble. This dissertation examines this influence from both a historical and
analytical perspective, increasing awareness of the significance of minimalism as a
musical style. It also offers historical context for compositions written for wind ensemble
that have been influenced by minimalism, identifies the significance of this influence, and
draws attention to how the influence has expanded the vocabulary of the expressive
musical language of the wind ensemble.
Numerous composers incorporate minimalist compositional techniques into their
compositions for wind ensemble. David Bedford bases the structural design of Sun
Paints Rainbows on the Vast Waves on a diatonic chord progression in a manner similar
to Steve Reich’s compositional approach in Music for 18 Musicians. Bedford’s
progression serves as the basis of his own formal process and melodic material, creating
musical events reminiscent to Reich’s phasing process. In the second episode of Festivo,
Edward Gregson gradually layers repeated melodic patterns over a constant eighth-note
pulse in a manner reminiscent of Terry Riley’s modular music process found in In C. In
the “traveling music” 1 of Symphony No. 4, David Maslanka creates a brief minimalist

1

Bolstad, David Maslanka’s Symphony No. 4: A Conductor’s Analysis, 44–46.
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influenced transition by utilizing repetitive short motivic figures, creating a sense of
constant pulse and an even texture. Philip Sparke makes use of a similar approach in the
B section of the second movement of Dance Movements, embracing minimalist
techniques in the “bubbling ostinato”2 accompaniment while employing melodic material
that exceeds what one would expect in minimalist music in a manner similar to works by
John Adams. In Equus, Eric Whitacre employs what he calls “Dynamic Minimalism,”3
embracing a multitude of minimalist techniques that represent the influence of Adams
and Reich. Alex Shapiro purposefully incorporates the “distinctly American” techniques
of “post-minimalist concert music”4 in her piece, Homecoming. Michael Torke bases
Bliss on a singular rhythmic theme and includes elements of the phasing process of
Reich. The “melodic ostinato” 5 heard throughout Jennifer Jolley’s Lichtweg/Lightway is
reminiscent of the additive melodies of Philip Glass. Sections of Aaron Perrine’s In the
Open Air, In the Silent Lines demonstrates the influence of Reich and Glass through his
use of repeated melodic patterns, subtle harmonic and rhythmic changes, and constant
pulse.
This dissertation asserts that those who regularly interpret and conduct literature
for wind ensemble that demonstrates minimalism’s influence are better served by
developing a deeper understanding of the language of minimalism. A greater
understanding allows for a greater musical experience for both the musicians with whom
we choose to collaborate and the audience for whom we perform. It is the wind ensemble

Sparke, “Note,” preface to the score of Dance Movements (Luton, England: Studio Music Company,
1996), i.
3
Whitacre, “Note,” preface to the score of Equus (Eric Whitacre, 2000), i.
4
Shapiro, “Homecoming,” http://www.alexshapiro.org/Homecomingpg1.html (2008), accessed 24
September 2017.
5
Jolley, “Program Note,” https://www.jenniferjolley.com/lightway (2018), accessed 19 June 2018.
2
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conductor’s responsibility to embrace the literature influenced by minimalism,
connecting our audiences to the compositional techniques found in “one of the most
notable developments in late 20th-century musical culture.”6

Recommendations for Further Study
Ideally this study will serve as a resource for wind ensemble conductors who
perform the compositions discussed, provide an analytical model for works that are not
discussed or have yet to be composed, and encourage further exploration into minimalist
music. This type of study of individual works will assist in providing historical context
and developing a deeper understanding of the musical language of minimalism. This
level of score knowledge will lead to the development of more effective rehearsal
strategies to enhance performer comprehension for more fulfilling performances.
While this dissertation has explored and answered a number of questions
regarding the influence on minimalist compositional techniques on literature for wind
ensemble, there are still many avenues within this topic to allow for further study.
Although the analysis for this study focused on literature written for the standard or
expanded wind ensemble Grade IV and above, there are two areas of research within this
same topic that could be explored. First, there is opportunity for further research on
music for wind ensemble with standard or expanded instrumentation written for young
band, Grade I-III. The same topics presented in this study could be explored, as well as a
number of additional topics. How does the influence of minimalist compositional

6

Potter,"Minimalism," In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://0-www.oxfordmusiconline.com.source.unco.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/40603, (2014),
accessed 30 June 2018.
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techniques on music for young band affect a teacher’s pedagogical approach to the
musical elements of form and process, texture, harmony, melody, and rhythm? What
teaching strategies are most effective when teaching young ensembles music with
minimalist influence?
Second, while the literature for wind ensemble with selective instrumentation by
minimalist composers such as Andreissen, Adams, and Torke were referenced, further
exploration into this literature (and similar works) would be appropriate. What is the
significance of these works within the repertoire? Do they deserve to be considered as
part of the canon of the wind ensemble based on their artistic merit?
Chapter 4 briefly mentioned that Adams, Glass, and Reich each composed
culturally significant works in response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
There is opportunity for further research on the artistic, cultural, and historical
significance of these works. Why were composers associated with minimalism and the
minimalist style deemed culturally appropriate choices to provide artistic responses
dealing with the aftermath of terrorist attacks? What connections does each work of art
have with one another other?

Application
This dissertation research has had a significant impact on my teaching at the
College of Saint Benedict/Saint John’s University (CSB/SJU), where I joined the music
faculty as Director of Bands and Instructor of Music in the fall of 2014. The CSB/SJU
Wind Ensemble has performed multiple works by composers discussed in this
dissertation whose pieces have been influenced by minimalist compositional techniques.
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These works include Lollapalooza by John Adams and transcribed by James Spinazzola,
Festivo by Edward Gregson, Symphony No. 4 by David Maslanka, Pale Blue on Deep
and Temperance by Aaron Perrine, Bliss and Grand Central Station by Michael Torke,
and Equus by Eric Whitacre. During the 2018/2019 concert season, the CSB/SJU Wind
Ensemble will perform Lictweg/Lightway by Jennifer Jolley. The analytical approach in
this dissertation has been a valuable part of score study and developing effective
rehearsal strategies. In turn, the analysis has been valuable in assisting student
understanding and comprehension of a musical language that many of the student
performers had little to no experience with prior to rehearsal and performance of the
aforementioned pieces.
In support of providing courses that fulfill the fine arts requirement within the
Common Curriculum at CSB/SJU, I designed and developed the course Thinking Less:
Minimalism in Music and Culture. Once approved by the CSB/SJU Academic
Curriculum Committee in the fall of 2014, I taught the course during the spring of 2015
and 2017, and will be teaching it again in spring of 2019. The course offers a study of
minimalism and examines its influence on the performing arts (specifically music) and
the cultural experience from its inception until the present day. This course is directly
related to the introductory and background research necessary to design the methodology
for the musical analysis in this dissertation. The course utilizes the analytical approaches
to the elements of form/process, texture, harmony, melody, rhythm, and sound for
identifying and discussing minimalist musical literature.
Using a carefully designed course reader that includes relevant excerpts from
books, articles, and dissertations (many, if not all, referenced in this dissertation), as well
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as listening and viewing lists comprised of appropriate and related works of art that
represent the minimalist experience, the goals of the course are for students to develop an
understanding of the following:
1) The origins of minimalism.
2) The influence of non-western cultures on minimalism.
3) The integration of the performing arts, philosophy, and culture into the
production of large scale stage works, specifically Einstein on the Beach and
Nixon in China.
4) The post-minimalist movement and classifying minimalist pieces as either an
aesthetic, a style, or a technique.
5) The minimalist influence in cinema, both visually and musically, and how that
influence has affected the look, sound, performance practice, and story-telling
techniques found in modern cinema.
6) The musical movement known as “holy” minimalism, often associated with
Eastern European composers with ties to the Eastern Orthodox Church, and
other minimalist works that were inspired by spiritual influences associated
with other religions and spiritual thought.
7) The minimalist response to national tragedy, specifically the terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. By examining the
minimalist influence on the architecture of the World Trade Center, the
commonality of minimalist music representing depictions of the World Trade
Center in cinema, and an in-depth look at Adam’s On the Transmigration of
Souls and Reich’s WTC 9/11, students explore how and why minimalist works
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are able to effectively convey the human experience in the aftermath of the
tragedy.

Summary
Chapter 1 provided an introduction to the ever-evolving definitions of
minimalism, and also outlined the similar struggles both minimalism and the wind
ensemble have experienced in creating an identity and earning mainstream recognition.
With these parallels, it has proven fitting to examine minimalism’s influence on literature
for wind ensemble. After reviewing the relevant literature, Chapter 2 revealed that while
there are studies that examine the influence of minimalism on culture and other musical
genres, such as rock, rap, and film music, there is a need for scholarship that examines
the influence of minimalism on literature for wind ensemble. Chapter 3 defined both the
wind ensemble and minimalism (with the assistance of Timothy Johnson’s article,
“Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, or Technique?”),7 laying the foundation for developing a
methodology for analysis. Chapter 4 presented the analysis across two time periods; the
1960s through 1999 and the 2000s to the present day. Each time period was divided into
two sections. The first sections provided a brief history of the relationship between
minimalism and the wind ensemble while identifying a variety of wind works that are
representative of the influence of minimalist compositional techniques on music for wind
ensemble. The second sections provided detailed analysis of significant works for wind
ensemble, either in their entirety or in selected sections that are representative of the
specified time period and demonstrate the influence of minimalist compositional
techniques.

7

Johnson, “Minimalism: Aesthetic, Style, Technique?”, 742-773.
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APPENDIX A

A SELECTIVE LIST OF REPRESENTATIVE WORKS THAT
DEMONSTRATE THE INFLUENCE OF MINIMALIST
COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES ON LITERATURE
FOR WIND ENSEMBLE
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Appendix A includes all literature referenced throughout this dissertation written
for wind ensemble that demonstrates the influence of minimalist compositional
techniques. The appendix is organized alphabetically by composer. For composers with
multiple compositions listed, their works are listed alphabetically.

Composer

Title

Date

Literature Type

Adams, John

Grand Pianola Music

1982

Selective

Lollapalooza
Transcribed by James
Spinazzola

1996/
2007

Standard

Short Ride in a Fast Machine
Transcribed by Lawerence T.
Odom

1986/
1991

Standard

Short Ride in a Fast Machine
Arranged by Richard Saucedo

1986/
2006

Standard

De Staat

1976

Selective

De Volharding

1972

Selective

On Jimmy Yancey

1973

Selective

Balmages, Brian

Elements

2010

Standard

Bedford, David

Sun Paints Rainbows on the Vast
Waves

1982

Standard

Boysen, Andrew

Tricycle

1996

Standard

Brooks, Jeffery

Dreadnought

2001

Standard

Gregson, Edward

Festivo

1985

Standard

Jolley, Jennifer

Lichtweg/Lightway

2017

Standard

Mackey, John

Aurora Awakes

2009

Standard

Andriessen, Louis
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Appendix A, continued
Composer

Title

Date

Literature Type

Markowski,
Michael

joyRIDE

2004/
rev.
2013

Standard

Maslanka, David

Symphony No. 4

1993

Expanded

Perrine, Aaron

Child Moon

2018

Standard

In the Open Air, In the Silent Lines

2018

Standard

It Has to be Beautiful: Concerto for
Alto Saxophone

2018

Standard

Pale Blue on Deep

2011

Standard

Temperance

2016

Standard

Riley, Terry

In C

1964

Selective

Rogers, Rodney

Prevailing Winds

1988

Expanded

Rouse,
Christopher

Wolf Rounds

2006

Expanded

Shapiro, Alex

Homecoming

2008

Expanded

Moment

2016

Standard

Rock Music

2016

Standard

Sparke, Philip

Dance Movements

1996

Expanded

Sweet, George

Black Light

2018

Standard

Torke, Michael

Bliss

2013

Standard

Four Wheel Drive

2004

Standard

Grand Central Station

2000

Standard
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Appendix A, continued
Composer

Title

Date

Literature Type

Torke, Michael
(continued)

Javelin

1994/
1997

Standard

The Kiss

2006

Standard

Mojave

2009/
2011

Expanded

Overnight Mail

1997

Selective

Rapture
Wind version by Michael
Torke

2001

Expanded

Rust

1989

Selective

Saxophone Concerto
Wind version by Michael
Torke

1993

Expanded

Torque Series

2012

Standard

Whitacre, Eric

Equus

2000

Expanded

Wilson, Dana

Shortcut Home

1998

Standard

Transcribed by Merlin
Patterson

Wind version by Michael
Torke

